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citizen concerns for the quality of life in Durham directed much of
the Selectmen's attention to seeking ways and means of keeping the
character of Durham in balance in 197 9. Responding to action taken
at Town Meeting, the Selectmen passed several new ordinances. One
attempts to control the level of noise from natural or amplified sources
that might be found to encroach unreasonably on another's privacy. A
second ordinance prohibits vehicular traffic between Bay View Road and
Young Drive in an effort to reconcile the divergent life styles of
students and families sharing the same neighborhood. An Occupancy
Ordinance was drafted to enforce a limit on the number of persons living
in multi-unit rental properties and the Planning Board answered the
request for a growth management program by updating the Comprehensive
Plan and proposing amendments to the Zoning Ordinance for consideration
at the 1980 Town Meeting.
The Selectmen finally signed an agreement, with Cablevision Services
of Exeter, New Hampshire, bringing Cable TV to Durham. Once again,
flowers and trees planted throughout the business district, as part of
the beautif ication program, were enjoyed by resident and visitor alike.
Landscaping was completed in the shopping center parking area and Durham
was designated a Tree City USA by the Urban Forestry League for its
ongoing program of removal, replacement and protection of trees along
Town streets. The ball fields in the Woodridge Development were seeded
and will be ready for baseball and soccer players in late summer, 1980,
when the turf is fully established.
The Town was also the proud recipient of an architectural awared for
the renovation design of the Town Offices which have, in the past year,
proven to be not only attractive but functional and flexible enough to
accommodate the Police Department following the devastating fire in their
former quarters on the first floor of the old Town Hall in February.
Thanks to the prompt and efficient actions of the Durham-UNH Fire
Department, the second floor museum and the shell of the building were
saved. Upon re-examination of space needs, it was determined that the
building would best serve the long-range needs of the Town as an expanded
court-probation facility, a community meeting room and museum. Every
effort was made to enhance the unique architectural features of this
historic building and Judge Joseph Nadeau, the Durham Historic Associa-
tion and Alan Edmond deserve much credit for seeing to its successful
completion by October.
The fire was the first in a series of set-backs for the Police
Department this year. Chief Ray Burrows' untimely death in June was a
shock to the community and to law enforcement officers throughout the
State. In the more than 20 years that Ray served as officer, then Chief,
the department grew from a two man patrol to a highly respected and
professional police unit. Ray Burrows served the Town of Durham well --
he is missed.
An extensive search for Ray's replacement followed and Lt. Paul
Gowen, a four-year member of the force and Acting Chief after Ray's death,
was appointed Chief. The Board of Selectmen feels the Town is fortunate
in having the continuity of concern for the Town and professionalism that
Chief Gowen brings to this position. His immediate task was the
reorganization of personnel to bring the police force, depleted by illness
and retirements, back to its full complement. The appointments of Lt.
Donald Vittum and three new officers have filled this need. With
additional rooms made available within the Town Offices, the department
is in normal operation at year's end.
It has been a less than satisfying year for the Durham-UNH Fire
Department and McGregor Ambulance Corps. Two attempts within the year
to appropriate funds for a site and station designed to meet functional
housing and training needs of these emergency services failed to pass
with a two-thirds favorable vote of either the regular or special Town
Meeting. An ad hoc committee is currently reassessing requirements and
resources and will present a progress report at the 1980 Town Meeting.
In the meantime, the permanent staff and volunteers should be assured
that the Town is pleased with and proud of the quality of service they
provide and that positive steps will be taken to address the necessity
of relocating the station in the coming year.
Appreciation should also be expressed to Ursula Bowring who faith-
fully and compassionately served the Town of Durham as Overseer of Public
Welfare for 14 years. Her resignation on leaving the community this
fall created a vacancy that was difficult to fill. The Selectmen feel
fortunate that Bea Bamford has agreed to share her experience and Under-
standing of human service needs with the residents of Durham.
Aside from basic services provided townspeople through the Department
of Public Works and Highways, a number of additional activities bear
mentioning. Residents of Faculty Road are reaping the reward of their
summer's inconvenience with a smooth, curbed roadway and improved side-
walks, drainage, parking and bikeway space. Plans underway to upgrade
the section of Mill Road from Main Street to McDaniel Drive through the
Urban Roads Program will proceed as soon as sewer rehabilitation
designs for that area can be coordinated with the construction. Coe
Drive reconstruction design is on the drawing board, along with a section
of Durham Point Road, and the annual road surfacing program is scheduled
to provide rotating maintenance.
Consultants have been hired to assess the potential for rehabilitat-
ing old sewer interceptors and to revise an outdated plan of the system.
A review of our water extension policy is anticipated. The State Water
Supply and Pollution Control Commission study of urban runoff that is
being conducted in Durham, at no expense to the Town, should also be
helpful in future planning efforts.
Two major facilities in progress for the past few years are scheduled
to be in operation in 1980. The Wastewater Treatment Plant, located
off the east end of the By-pass and Piscataqua Road, is nearing comple-
tion and will greatly increase our capacity for improving water quality
in the Oyster River. The conversion of sewage sludge to high-grade
composting material is a unique feature and benefit in the design of the
plant. The Town of Durham and the Director of Public Works, George
Crombie, have received international attention through the development of
this project with UNH.
Durham and eleven surrounding coiranunities are further recycling
available resources in the incineration of solid waste as a means of
generating steam for the UNH heating plant. By eliminating some of the
fossil fuel required to heat campus buildings, both the towns needing
incineration facitities and the University stand to gain from this
cooperation. The Board of Selectmen is grateful to Malcolm Chase who
has given most generously of his time and expertise in making the Lamprey
Regional Solid Waste Cooperative a reality.
It must be noted that each of these monumental undertakings has
encountered technical, legal and financial complications yet to be
resolved. The Board of Selectmen feels confident that the professional
assistance it has sought will address these matters responsibly in the
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The Board of Selectmen
1979 was a year in which some problems associated with increased
population density were addressed. First, an ordinance was developed which
established acceptable levels for noise emission in the Town. Recognizing
the fact that Durham's residents should reasonably expect a general level
of noise higher than in towns without large student populations, those in-
volvea ir. developing the noise ordinance sought to define and measure those
sustained noises that are unacceptable. Our police, using a Sound Level
Meter, have had a great deal of success in deterring serious noise situ-
ations during the past several months.
Secondly, it has become necessary to find a means of limiting occupancy
levels in rental properties. PrimariJy intended to slow down the rate at
which older single-family homes are being converted to apartment use, our
new Occupancy Ordinance also is designed to provide the courts and land-
lords with recourse against those who illegally overoccupy apartment
structures
.
While the downtown area was increasing in density, the construction of
new Housing in Durham was at a virtual standstill. A total of fourteen new
residences were under construction during the year, ct/:npared to an annual
average of 45 over the past several years. ResidenLiaL real estate prices
have not risen as sharply this year as last, consistent with the national
trend, yet the sales ratio in Durham is now below .70, just three years
after a full revaluation. Our new appraisal consultant is now investigating
ways of adding value to real estate across the board in order to bring
assessed values into line with market realities, without the necessity of
a mass revaluation.
During the year the Durham District Court and Community Meeting Room
were rebuilt with fire insurance funds. The facility is now spacious,
clean, and attractive, and should serve the Town for decades to come.
There are several pictures of the facility in this Annual Report, featuring
the early Nineteenth Century details which were incorporated into the
design. Technical assistance was rendered by the Durham Historic Associ-
ation in restoring the interior of the building.
The Police Department now shares the Town Office building with the
Town Office staff. Conditions in the Police area are crowded and lack
proper security and privacy. It is hoped that the housing needs of the
Police can be met over the next few years as Durham's public facilities
are generally brought into conformance with the demands of a growing Town-
University community.
Cablevision Services of Exeter has begun to install Cable Television
equipment, and will be operational this Spring. I feel that Durham is
fortunate in attracting a CATV firm, due to our location and size. Hope-
fully CATV will prove to be a service widely used by the people of Durham.
Martin J. Hegakty
113 LOCUST STREET







1 have examined the financial statements of the various funds and
the general long-term debt group of accounts of the Town of Durham for
the year ended December 31, 1978. My examination was made in accord-
ance with generally accepted auditing standards and accordingly included
such tests of the accounting records and such other auditing procedures
that I considered necessary in the circumstances.
The Town has not maintained a record of its general fixed assets,
and accordingly a statement of general fixed assets, required by
generally accepted accounting principles, is not included in the
financial report.
In my opinion the aforementioned financial statements present fairly
the financial position of such funds and the general long-term group of
accounts of the Town of Durham at December 31, 1978 and the results of
operations of such funds and the changes in financial position of the
Enterprise funds for the year then ended, in conformity with generally
accepted accounting principles applied on a basis consistent with that
of the preceding year.
My examination was made primarily for the purposes of rendering an
opinion on the basic financial statements described above taken as a
whole. The supplemental data included in this report, although not con-
sidered necessary for a fair presentation of the financial position and
results of operations are presented primarily for supplemental analysis
purposes. This additional information has been subjected to the audit
procedures applied in the aforementioned examination of the basic
financial statements and is, in my opinion, fairly stated in all














The matters discussed in this report came to my attention in the course of
my examination of the financial statements of the Town of Durham for the year
ended June 30, 1978.
As part of m.y examination, 1 reviewed and tested the Town's accounting
procedures and related internal accounting control to the extent I considered
necessary to evaluate the systems as required by generally accepted auditing
standards. 1 did not however, make a detailed study of the effectiveness of all
systems and procedures. Such a study is not within the scope of an annual
examination of the financial statements.





During my examination, it was noted that transfers of actual expenditures
within departments were made so that overexpended appropriations by line
item were not reflected. These transfers serve no purpose and in addi-
tion, future budgeting of individual line items become more difficult due
to the lack of accurate historical data.
I suggest that in the future only authorized transfers of budgeted
appropriations should be made and that all actual expenditures should be
charged to the proper account categories.
2. Cash Receipts/Bank Deposits
It was again noted that funds collected by the Town Clerk and Tax
Collector are not always deposited on a timely basis. Acceptable account-
ing and internal control procedures require the proper safeguarding of all
assets - especially cash funds. I recommend that the bank deposit re-
quirements established for Town Clerks and Tax Collectors should be en-
forced by the Town of Durham.
10
3. Employee Check Cashing Policy
At present no policy regarding the cashing of personal and/or payroll
checks exists. During tny examination it vas noted that employees are
cashing checks at frequent intervals.
It is recommended that a policy be established whereby no personal
and/or payroll checks be cashed from daily receipts of the Town.
A. Durham District Court
During my review of the District Court records, it was noted that
numerical control and/or accountability is not maintained over traffic
tickets issued and the subsequent processing of the same.
It is my understanding that the new supply of traffic tickets will be
pre-numbered in accordance with State requirements and that a numerical
control system will be implemented when they are put into use.
5. Financial Reporting - Grants and Subsidies
The Town maintains accounts in the general fund for various grants and
subsidies received from federal, state and other agencies. However, re-
ceipts and expenditures are generally not included in the statements of
revenues and expenditures. For annual financial statement purposes,
grant and subsidy revenues and expenditures are netted resulting in a
receivable or unearned grant balance. I believe better reporting would
result if these revenues and expenditures were reflected in the annual
statements,
6. Policy of Recording and Reporting of General Fixed Assets Should Be
Established
The Town does not maintain records of general fixed assets as a matter of
policy. The recording of fixed assets fulfills the stewardship needs to
provide for physical and dollar value control and establishes account-
ability for general government capital expenditures over the years.
Vith the recording of fixed assets, the related depreciation could be
determined on an annual basis for the purpose of measuring total cost of
governmental services and evaluating the efficiency of programs. In
addition, there has been an increasing trend in government grants which
consider depreciation as a reimbursable cost.
If adopted, a policy for recording fixed assets will a] low the Town to
report on fixed assets as required by generally accepted accounting
principles for municipalities.
I recommend the adoption of such a policy.
11
I wish to express my thanks and appreciation to the Town Officers and office







ANALYSIS OF CH/\NGES IN FUND BALANCE
AND BUDGET SU^C^LARY
FOR THE TWELVE MONTHS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1979
ANALYSIS OF CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE
Fund Balance (Surplus) - January 1, 1979
Add: Net Budget Deficit





















Net Budget Deficit $ 37,557.14
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statement of Bonded Debt
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Issued Rate Maturity Issue
9/1/64 3.0% 9/1/84 $ 1,000.000
12/30/68
TOWN OF DURHAM
STATEMENT OF LONG TERM INDEBTEDNESS
FOR THE TWELVE MONTHS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1979
Budget Committee
The officers of the Budget Committee are elected by members of the Committee from
among the twelve members. Elected for 1979-80 were Edward J. Durnall, Chairman; John G.
DuBay, Vice-Chairman; Thomas F. Richardson, Secretary. There are four subcommittees
under the chairmanships of William L. Tanguay, Town Office and Miscellaneous Accounts;
Charles F. Burley, Jr., Public Works and Parks and Recreation; Clayton F. Follansbee,
Police Department; and John G. DuBay, Fire Department and Dispatch Center. The sub-
committees are responsible for working with the several departments of the Town in- the
preparation of their budgets for consideration by the full committee.
The special town meeting held on October 29, 1979 dictated that the Budget Committee
consider the requests for additional funds for Public Works to cover the negotiated labor
agreement and warrant items submitted by the Selectmen for a new aerial ladder truck and
construction funds for a new fire station. The appropriate subcommittees and the full
Committee devoted several weeks of meetings to these items in addition to conducting the
public budget hearings and participating in the special town meeting.
The Committee meets on a weekly basis from November through February to review the
budget requests forwarded to it by the Selectmen of the Town. In its deliberations, the
Committee is guided by the assumption that the citizens will wish to maintain town
services at the same level as in the past. Departmental requests which would result in a
significant increase or decrease in such services receive particular scrutiny and will
ordinarily not be approved by the Committee without compelling and substantial evidence
that the requested changes are in fact supported by the majority of the voting citizens
of the Town.
The Budget Committee is required by State Law to make a recommendation on each
warrant article which involves the expenditure of funds. Accordingly, the warrant of the
Town Meeting will indicate that the articles contained therein are either "Approved" or
"Without Recommendation."
1. "Approved" means that the majority of the Budget Committee members recommend
favorable action by the voters of the Town on the item.
2. "Without Recommendation" means that the majority of the Budget Committee members
do not recommend favorable action by the voters of the Town on the item. In so
voting, the Committee has indicated that the decision as to whether the article
should be approved rests squarely with the Town Meeting itself. "Without
Recommendation" articles are often new items which have not previously been
considered by the Town Meeting, and consequently the Committee believes that all
of the voters of the Town should participate directly in any decision to add
such items to the budget.
3. "Disapproved" means that the majority of the Budget Committee members voted to
eliminate the item from the proposed budget and, furthermore, that the Committee
does not believe it appropriate for the Town Meeting to even consider the
article.
Limitation on Town Appropriations
The voters of the Town may increase or decrease any item in the proposed budget so
long as the total amount appropriated at any annual meeting does not exceed by more than
10% the total amount specified as "Approved" in the proposed budget. No appropriation
may be made for any purpose not included in the proposed budget or in the warrant for the
annual meeting. Money mav be raised and appropriated for petitioned articles but not to
any amount which would increase the total appropriation as recommended by the Budget
Committee by more than 10%.
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Implementation of the Town Budget
Although the Budget Committee submits specific recommendations for each item in the
Town budget, the voters of the Town should be aware that the final authority for the
expenditure of sums voted by the Town rests with the Selectmen. And while the Selectmen
may not legally expend funds in excess of those voted by the Town (with few specific
exceptions), they legally may, and in fact have in the past, increased the expenditure on
various items in excess of those specified in the budget, and they have decreased or
eliminated funds devoted to other items. The Fire Commissioners have similar authority
and have exercised such in the past.
The Budget Committee recognizes that there may be instances when unusual circum-
stances would argue that such deviations from the voted budget were in the best interests
of the Town. However, the Budget Committee believes that both the Selectmen and the Fire
Commissioners should hold public hearings when any significant change in excess of $5,000
from the voted budget is contemplated, and that input from the voters of the Town should






1979 FACULTY ROAD RECONSTRUCTION
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Town Treasurer
GENERAL FUND ACCOUNT: Durham Trust Company
Cash Balance, 1/1/79: 590,244. 69
RECEIPTS:
Received from Tax Collector:
Received from Town Clerk:
2,374,906.25
112,353.45
RECEIVED FROM STATE & FEDERAL SOURCES:
Revenue Receipts
State Grants: B.O.R., L.E.A.A.

















TOTAL RECEIVED FROM STATE & FEDERAL SOURCES; 3,736,433-92
RECEIVED FROM OTHER SOURCES:








TOTAL RECEIVED FROM OTHER SOURCES: 1,647,032.52
Total Receipts & Beginning Balance:
Total Cash Disbursements & Account Transfers;
8,460,970.83
8,355,362.75
CASH BALANCE, 12/31/79; $ 105,608.08
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FEDERAL REVENUE SHARING ACCOUNT
Balance, Durham Trust Co. Acct. 1/1/79
Receipts :
United States Treasury Department
Interest on Certificates of Deposit
Total Receipts & Beginning Balance:
Paid out on Selectmen's Orders
BALANCE, FEDERAL REVENUE SHARING
ACCOUNT, December 31, 1979*
*Includes $32,000 invested in short-term
Certificates of Deposit
FEDERAL ANTI-RECESSION ACCOUNT
Balance, Durham Trust Co. Acct. 1/1/79
Receipts :
Total Receipts & Beginning Balance
Paid out on Selectmen's Orders
BALANCE, FEDERAL ANTI-RECESSION












GREASE HANDLING FACILITIES PROJECT
Balance, Durham Trust Co. Acct. 1/1/79
Receipts
:
Interest on Certificates of Deposit
Total Receipts & Beginning Balance:
Paid out on Selectmen's Orders
BALANCE, GREASE HANDLING FACILITIES
PROJECT, December 31, 1979*
*Includes $9,000 invested in short-term
Certificates of Deposit
ROAD RESTORATION DEPOSIT ACCOUNT
Balance, Durham Trust Co. Acct. 1/1/79
Receipts :
Total Receipts & Beginning Balance:
Paid out on Selectmen's Orders
BALANCE, ROAD RESTORATION DEPOSIT






SEWER CAPITAL EXPENDITURES ACCOUNT
Balance, Durham Trust Co. Acct., 1/1/79
Receipts :
Sewer Entry Fees
Interest on Certificates of Deposit
Total Receipts & Beginning Balance:
Disbursements
:
BALANCE, SEWER CAPITAL EXPENDITURES








*Includes $23,900 invested in short-term
Certificates of Deposit
SEWER MAINTENANCE ACCOUNT






Total Receipts & Beginning Balance:
Disbursements:
BALANCE, SEWER MAINTENANCE










WASTEWATER TREATMENT FACILITIES ACCOUNT
Balance, Durham Trust Co. Acct. 1/1/79
Receipts :
Interest on Certificates of Deposit
Total Receipts & Beginning Balance
Disbursements
:
BALANCE, WASTEWATER TREATMENT FACILITIES










Balance 12/31/78: $ ' 62,626.79
Receipts :
Received from Federal Sources $105,325.00
Interest Earned 1,943.20 107,268.20
Total Funds Available: $ 169,894.99
Expended 1978, Reimbursed 1979: 59,989.26
$ 109,905.73
EXPENDED 1979 : Appropriation Expended Carryover
Office Equipment $ 4,000.00 $ 3,923.36 $ 76.64
Day Care 3,000.00 2,445.72
Radio Equipment 3,385.00 3,385.00
Cruiser Purchase 6,000.00 5,881.07
Office Renovations 2,500.00 2,094.55
Urban Highways 17,000.00 4,068.24 12,931.76
Capital Reserve, P.W. 35,000.00 35,000.00
Beautification 8,000.00 6,814.32
Baseball/Soccer Field 17,000.00 17,000.00




Forward, 1977: $ 6,320.32 $ 4,487.83 $ 1,832.49
Appropriations Carried
Forward, 1978: 3,073.80 3,073.80
$109,479.12 $92,373.89 $14,840.89
TOTAL EXPENDED S, COMMITTED $ 10 7,234.78
Unexpended Uncommitted Balance $ 2,690.95
Anticipated Revenue, 1980: $100,000.00
Anticipated Interest, 1980: 1,000.00
Total Anticipated Revenue: $ 101,000.00
AVAILABLE FOR APPROPRIATION, 1980 BUDGET: $ 103,690.95
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EDA ESCROW SAVINGS ACCOUNT
Balance, Durham Trust Co. Acct. 1/1/79
Receipts :
Interest Received
Total Receipts S Beginning Balance:
Disbursements:
BALANCE, EDA ESCROW SAVINGS






WATER DEPARTMENT SAVINGS ACCOUNT




BALANCE, WATER DEPARTMENT SAVINGS









Total Receipts & Beginning Balance:
Disbursements
BALANCE, WATER DEPARTMENT













Opening Balance Plus Receipts
Disbursed


















BALANCE, Deceinber 31, 1979 -0-
WASTE TREATMENT CONSTRUCTION ACCOUNT






Total Receipts & Beginning Balance:
Disbursements










*Open Balance Consists of:
Checking Acc't. $ 44,641.55
Repo. 350,000.00





PROPERTY, RESIDENT AND YIELD TAXES
LEVY OF 1979
- DR.-
Taxes Conmitted to Collector ;
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
National Bank Stock Taxes







Overpayments During Year ;
a/c Property Taxes
a/c Resident Taxes
Interest Collected on Delinquent Property Taxes












Ranittances to Treasurer ;
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
National Bank Stock Taxes
Land Use Change Taxes
Sewer Entry Fees
Yield Taxes
Interest Collected on Delinquent Taxes
Penalties Collected on Delinquent Taxes













Uncollected Taxes - As of Decgnber 31, 1979 ;
(As Per Collector's List)
Property Taxes $ 392,321.08
Resident Taxes 7,910.00
National Bank Stock Taxes 10.00














PROPERTY, RESIDENT AND YIELD TAXES
LEVY OF 1978
- DR. -












Land Use Change Taxes
Overpayments During Year ;
a/c Property Taxes
a/c Resident Taxes
Interest Collected on Delinquent Property Taxes











Ranittances to Treasurer EXjring Fiscal
Year Ended DecCTiber 31, 1979 ;
Property Taxes $308,632.40
Resident Taxes 2,770.00
Sewer Entry Fees 30.00
Interest Collected on Delinquent Taxes 11,500.05
Penalties Collected on Delinquent Taxes 275.00 $323,207.45
Abatanents Made During Year ;
Property Taxes $ 5,205.10
Resident Taxes 1,640.00 6,845.10
Uncollected Taxes - As of DecgT±)er 31, 1979 ;
(As Per Collector's List)
Property Taxes $
Resident Taxes 1,130.00






Uncollected Taxes - As of January 1, 1979 ;
Resident Taxes $110.00
Added Taxes $
Overpayments Coring Year ; $





Rgnittances to Treasurer During Fiscal
Year Ended December 31, 1979 ;
Resident Taxes
Penalties Collected
Abatanents Made During Year ;
Uncollected Taxes - Decgnber 31 , 1979 ;








SUMMARY OF TAX SALE ACCOUNTS
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1979
- DR.-
Balance of Unredeened Taxes,
January 1, 1979
Taxes Sold to Town EXiring
Current Fiscal Year






















General Relief was extended to eight families and nine individuals.
Old Age Assistance went to two of our elders and Day Care Funds helped to
maintain sixty children at Durham's two day care centers. Dollars
contributed by the town for day care were matched on a three to one basis
by the Federal Government through Title XX of the Social Security Act.
This is my twelfth and last report as Welfare Officer for the town
of Durham. I resigned from my post on November 1, 197 9 and left to begin
a new life in a new marriage in Avon Township, Michigan. As those of you
who read these reports know, I have frequently tried to raise your and my
awareness of what it means to be poor in Durham and in our society. I
have also informed you about local, state and national welfare programs
and how they often fail those they are supposed to be helping.
Looking at Durham's declining welfare expenditures, it is natural to
conclude that there is not much poverty in our town. The truth of the
matter is that no one knows the extent of poverty in Durham or anywhere
else. Durham has a large number of transients. Many of them are
students. We do not know how many students and student families live in
poverty. We do know that about 100 mothers who are students at the
University are receiving state welfare assistance (Aid to Mothers With
Dependent Children-AFDC) and that the gap between their assistance checks
and their needs in these days of escalating basic living costs grows
daily. About 40 of these women live in Durham. They are a part of our
community as well as the University community. I am sure that there are
other families living in poverty in Durham. They are hard to identify
because most poor people hug their poverty close to themselves. They
feel inferior, defeated and ashamed and that they have failed and that the
fault rests with them. Many would rather suffer deprivation and hardship
than "go on the dole." They have never been helped to understand that
assistance is their right in a society that professes to care for its
citizens
.
Poverty is not a state or condition. It is rather a crime and an
infectious disease. George Bernard Shaw expressed it this way:
SECURITY, THE CHIEF PRETENCE OF CIVILIZATION, CANNOT
EXIST WHERE THE WORST OF DANGERS, THE DANGER OF POVERTY,
HANGS OVER EVERYONE'S HEAD . . . ALL THE OTHER CRIMES
ARE VIRTUES BESIDE IT . . IT DEGRADES THE POOR AND INFECTS
WITH ITS DEGRADATION THE WHOLE NEIGHBORHOOD IN WHICH THEY
LIVE. AND WHATEVER CAN DEGRADE A NEIGHBORHOOD CAN DEGRADE
A COUNTRY AND A CONTINENT AND FINALLY A WHOLE CIVILIZATION . . .
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To be poor in our socie
for assistance. Poor peopl
also have to know that help
Administrators such as mysel
out. For this reason I urg
who you think may need help
offices at 868-5571—and/or
and individuals who may need
There are ways of assisting
who are able to help must be
ty does not automatically make one eligible
e have to fit into certain categories. They
is available and where and how to get it.
f do little to inform them or to seek them
e you to help my successor by telling people
how to make contact—simply call the town
by informing the Welfare Officer of families
help but are reluctant to ask for it.
people other than through welfare but those
informed about those who need help.
I am grateful for the cooperation and trust I have always received
from the Selectmen and to all those who work for the town and particularly
the town office staff for their cooperation and concern. I especially
want to thank everyone who ever applied for help from the town through my
office. I know I learned more about courage and dignity and hope and
faith from them than I will ever be able to appreciate.
Ursula Bowring
FIRE DEPARTMENT AND AMBULANCE CORPS PERSONNEL
WORK TO FREE AN ENTRAPPED VICTIM OF AN AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENT
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Durham Ambulance Corps
The Durham Ambulance Corps, a volunteer organization, was organized
in 1968 as a memorial to Dr. George G. McGregor, who served the Durham
area for many years. The Corps provides free emergency medical care and
ambulance service to residents of Durham, Lee, Madbury, and the University
of New Hampshire.
Members of the Durham Ambulance Corps continue to maintain a high
level of training. Of our 24 active ambulance attendants, 20 are Certified
Emergency Medical Technicians (EMT) , one is currently enrolled in an
81-hour EMT course, and three hold American Red Cross Advanced First Aid
Certificates. All attendants are certified in Cardiopulmonary Resusci-
tation. Monthly training sessions allow members to maintain their pro-
ficiency in order to provide the best possible emergency medical care. It
is anticipated that our attendants will receive additional training above
the EMT level as the Corps becomes involved this year in the new Advanced
Life Support program.
At the present time, the Corps operates two ambulances — a 197 6
Chevrolet modular unit, and a 1972 Cadillac. During the past year we have
carefully evaluated the condition and projected life expectancies of these
vehicles, and have assessed the future needs of the community. You will
note that an important segment of the requested appropriation for the
Ambulance Corps is dedicated to a capital replacement program.
In order to provide consistent, quality coverage on a year-round
basis, the Corps needs a good nucleus of permanent residents as part of
its membership. We are in critical need of year-round residents to serve
as volunteer ambulance attendants. We encourage anyone who is interested
in serving the community to call or visit us at the Durham-UNH Fire Station.
We would like to express our deep appreciation to the many persons
who made generous financial donations to the Corps during 1979. We would
also like to thank our friends who helped with handling many of the ad-
ministrative responsibilities of the organization. Without your support
and encouragement, the Corps could not exist as it does today.























ROSEMARY CURRAN , Secretary CAROL HOWE, Treasurer
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Fire Commissioners
1979 has been a very frustrating year for all those people who have
endeavored to improve the physical aspects of the Durham-UNH Fire Depart-
ment. It would be redundant to spell out the details of the unsuccessful
efforts to make provisions for a new fire station, which is so badly needed.
We merely would reiterate that the present facilities provide inadequate
storage space for our equipment and, of equal importance, are the wholly
unsatisfactory offices, training, and living accommodations. The Fire
Commissioners are pleased that the Town recognizes the need to do something
of this nature, but have been disappointed in that two Town Meetings have
not seen fit to provide the necessary funds for this vitally needed improve-
ment.
It is gratifying to know that a newly-appointed Town-Gown Search
Committee is making an active study of alternative solutions to the
problem, and it is hoped that at an early date the recommendations of this
Committee will again be placed before the voters of the Town.
The Fire Commissioners do wish to call to the attention of the people
of Durham and the University of New Hampshire the fact that the personnel
of our Fire Department represent as fine a group as will be found in the
State of New Hampshire. All too often, firefighters are thought of as a
group of people who spend their entire time fighting fires. This is not
the case with our Department, inasmuch as our people have established an
outstanding record of fire prevention services. The people of the Durham
Fire Department are in constant training to increase their knowledge and
ability to carry out their responsibilities. It is particularly gratify-
ing that Chief Greenawalt and his entire Department continue to provide
such excellent service despite the physical handicaps as outlined above.
Few people are aware of the tremendous job that is being done by
our Central Dispatch, which is operated in a separate location but comes
under the direction of the Durham-UNH Fire Department. Jan Kazlauskas is
in charge of Dispatch, with a full crew providing 24-hour service to the
UNH Police, the Durham Police, the UNH Fire Department, the Durham
Ambulance Corps, and several other services. For a nominal fee, we have
a dispatch alert system for service to surrounding towns.
Elsewhere in this report you will read about Durham's excellent
ambulance service, and we feel proud that we are able to contribute to
this volunteer organization.
In summary, the Fire Commissioners go on record with the highest
commendation for the services that are being provided to the University
of New Hampshire and to the Town of Durham by these dedicated groups
operating under difficult conditions.
James C. Chamberlin, Chairman
Richard Proulx
David A. Flanders
BOARD OF FIRE COMMISSIONERS
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Fire Department
1979 has been both a year of accomplishment and disappointment for the
Durham-UNH Fire Department.
An engineering study conducted by the Insurance Service Office
resulted in a re-evaluation of the Town's fire defenses and a subsequent
reclassification from Class 6 to Class 4. This is quite a substantial
improvement since the last evaluation in 1972.
The survey measured improvements in the water supplies, fire depart-
ment, and structural conditions. Only one community in Rockingham County
and one in Strafford County possesses an equal or higher rating. As a
result of the unique sharing of fire protection costs in Durham, the
community still maintains one of the lower per capita expenditures for
fire protection as reported by the State of New Hampshire.
During 197 9 several members of the Durham-UNH Fire Department success-
fully challenged the examination process for state certification under
the New Hampshire Minimum Standards Training Commission. They not only
passed the combined cognitive and performance process, but did so with
such high scores, that they were selected as itinerant evaluators for
subsequent challenge examinations held throughout the state in 197 9.
In addition, the Chief of the Department was fortunate enough
to be one of nineteen (19) Chiefs from all portions of the country to be
selected to both participate in and evaluate a pilot program for executive
development for the National Fire Academy, United States Fire Administra-
tion, in Washington, D.C. Participants included representatives from the
Los Angeles, Seattle, Tucson, Dallas and Charlotte Fire Departments as
well as a variety of both smaller and diverse departments.
Despite continuous efforts by all department members to provide the
most efficient and effective service to the community, the defeat of the
fire station proposal at both the regular town meeting and the special
meeting this past fall was indeed a disappointment. The quest for an
adequate facility for both the Fire Department and the Ambulance Corps has
been going on longer than most people want to remember. With the
appointment of a new, independent study committee, it is paramount that
the project move forward to implementation.
I would like to express my personal thanks to our personnel: Permanent
firefighters, officers, secretary, dispatchers, call firefighters, and
ladies auxiliary for their personal committment to providing quality
performance in spite of continuous makeshift arrangements, frustrations,
and obstacles; often beyond their control.
In addition, I would like to thank the fire commissioners for their
patience and general cooperation, and the Durham Ambulance Corps and the
Durham Police Department for their valued assistance and cooperation







The fire prevention activities of the Eurham-UNH Fire Department
continued to increase during 1979. The Fire Prevention Bureau is
primarily responsible for building inspections, code enforcement, fire
investigations, public education, public relations, building plans review,
and permit approval. It is through these outreach programs that members
of the Fire Department are in daily contact with residents of the
community.
In-service inspections by on-duty firefighting personnel continued
to improve life safety conditions in public buildings, apartments,
dormitories, and places of business, and also increased firefighter
familiarization with the inherent hazards and characteristics of those
buildings. All buildings on campus and in town (except single family
dwellings) are inspected at least once a year; during 1979 some 330 in-
service inspections were conducted.
Inspections of woodstoves, fireplaces and chimneys are available free
of charge to residents on request and are generally conducted on an
"in-service" basis. Fire Department personnel can recommend the proper
methods for installing, operating, and maintaining woodstoves, fireplaces,
and chimneys.
Home fire safety inspections are also available on request. These
inspections can be helpful to the homeowner who wishes to identify and
eliminate fire hazards, properly install smoke detectors, and fire
extinguishers, and insure the overall safety of the family.
Enforcement of the Fire Prevention Code and Life Safety Code continues
to be a major activity of the Fire Prevention Bureau. It is our desire
to work closely with building owners and occupants to identify deficiencies
and to satisfy Code requirements in order of priority. Particular




2. Multi-person residential occupancies, such as apartment buildings,
fraternity and sorority houses and dormitories.
3. Places of assembly (restaurants, bars, etc.).
4. Installation of smoke detectors in new single family dwellings.
In extreme cases of non-compliance, the Fire Department will initiate
legal action. Such was the case this year when the Board of Selectmen
closed a fraternity house because of flagrant violations of the Life
Safety Code.
The public education programs of the Durham-UNH Fire Department are
aimed at all age groups. Children of day care and elementary school age
visited the fire station during the past year to see fire apparatus
demonstrations, a Donald Duck fire safety film, or Burger King's "Snuffy
the Talking Fire Truck" film. Many residents, boy scouts and girl
scouts. University students, and University employees receive some form of
fire safety training from members of the Durham-UNH Fire Department during
1979. This training included such topics as fire extinguisher use,
home fire exit planning, dormitory fire safety, institutional kitchen
safety, and fraternity and sorority fire safety.
The members of the Durham-UNH Fire Department wish to emphasize to
residents the importance of installing at least one early warning smoke
detector in your home to alert you and your family in the event of fire.
Most residential fire deaths occur during the night time hours. Usually,
it is smoke, toxic gases, or lack of oxygen — not the flames that kill.
In countless incidents across the country lives would have been saved if
the victims were awakened to the presence of a fire in its early stages
by a smoke detector.
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Any resident who wishes further information about purchasing and
installing home smoke detectors or fire extinguishers should telephone or
visit the fire station. We will be more than happy to assist you.
FIRE TRAINING
In 1979 the Durham-UNH Fire Department presented along with the
Cooperative Extension Service, 1 one day seminar on Rescue and Extrication
From Agricultural and Forestry Machinery which was attended by 200
students. This was the first school of this type offered in New England.
Two-day schools were taught here on Rescue From Cave-ins and Below Grade
Rescue as part of the New Hampshire Advanced Firefighter Certification
Program.
Both call and career firefighters were sent to basic and advanced
schools including Cold Weather Fire School, Woodstove Safety, Arson
Detection, Firefighting Principles. LP Gas, Electrical Hazards,
Flammable Liquid Fires — held at Pease Air Base — Hazardous Materials,
First Aid and EMT. All duty shift personnel have now earned their EMT-A
rating (100 hour course).
Two officers were sent to the National Fire Academy programs in New
Haven, Ct. to study "Pesticides and Fire," and "Building Design for Fire
Safety.
"
Early 1980 will see this department launch the first "Fire-Medic"
program in New Hampshire. This is a 3h year program of emergency medical
and firefighting study overseen by the U. S. Department of Labor, leading
to a journeyman rating in the trade of firefighting.
COMMUNICATIONS BUREAU
The Communications Bureau, better known as the Durham-UNH Dispatch
Center, underwent some significant changes during 1979.
The budget approved at the 197 9 Town Meeting included funds for an
additional dispatcher. It was not until the very end of 1979 that we were
able to operate at full strength (five dispatchers and a supervisor).
The continuing problem of personnel turn-over and the locating and training
of qualified, capable people kept us below full strength for most of the
year.
New equipment in the Center and new procedures because of the new
equipment have increased the efficiency of the operation and relieved the
dispatcher of some of the more laborious aspects of recording and keeping
track of activities, thereby enabling him/her to devote more time and
attention to the telephones and radios, rather than to the typewriter.
With the addition of the Barrington Fire Department to the system,
begun in June of 1979, we now have the capability of alerting, directly
from this dispatch center, most of the surrounding towns upon which we
depend for mutual aid assistance in time of severe emergency situations.
This capability saves time and extra effort which can be crucial in
emergencies
.
Police activities of the Town of Durham and the University continue
to grow. Whenever activities of any agency we service increase, it
places additional demands on the Center and its personnel. Through
continued, planned and logical growth of the Center in terms of equipment,
space and improved utilization of personnel (if we can maintain full
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strength) we will continue to serve the community with the best service
possible.
We are continually trying to improve our resources, maps and other
information necessary to assist the dispatcher in determining the exact
location of an emergency. The location and nature of an emergency are
the two most vital parts of the information needed to dispatch an
appropriate response.
There is a way in which you can help us serve us better. Have you
given any thought to how, in an emergency situation, you would give
directions to the dispatcher on how to reach your house? This is
particularly important in the rural areas of town. We have had occasions
when a babysitter, visitor or a child has had to call for emergency
assistance, and it has been most difficult, and time-consuming, for the
dispatcher to determine the location of the call. No matter how good
our maps or resource materials in the Center are, we must depend heavily
on information gleaned from the caller in order to direct responding
personnel and equipment. A small card, typed and taped near the phone
with concise directions to your residence, giving distance from the
nearest intersection or recognizable landmark, whether on the right or
left, color of house or other definitive information which would assist
could, in that one instance, make a great deal of difference in the
response time of the appropriate emergency equipment.
It is also strongly encouraged that anyone who does not have the
emergency phone number sticker on each telephone in the house to come to
the Dispatch Center or Fire Station and request some. With the wide,
multistate area now serviced by the phone company operators, we can no
longer depend on dialing the operator and reaching someone who is
familiar with "Packers Falls Road," "Mathes Cove Road," "Valentine Hil
Road," or even the town of Durham, New Hampshire.
MAINTENANCE BUREAU
The Fire Department has improved its level of maintenance in many
areas, including the form of repairs of malfunctions which can be handled,
types of preventative maintenance undertaken, and also the types of tools
needed for these programs.
Just as the fire suppression, prevention and training work load has
increased, so has the need for more concise attention to preventative
maintenance and actual repair work. Next year with the revised program
we should, in fact, be able to show manhours spent by Fire Department
personnel on maintenance work, in addition to that time spent working on
fire apparatus by outside agencies, and the total cost of maintenance for
each piece of departmental equipment.
During the past year the Chief of the Department has initiated an
apparatus/vehicle replacement program which has been sorely needed for
sometime. However, with the present condition of some of our equipment
it will be sometime before the increasing maintenance load is reduced, and
all vehicles become classed as mechanically fit for true emergency use.
This program will also eliminate the emergency request appropriations such
as the aerial ladder truck in 197 9 and the major repairs to Engine 2 in
1978.
Only with your continuing support can we maintain reasonable quality
to our apparatus.
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REPORT OF FOREST FIRE WARDEN AND STATE FOREST FIRE SERVICE
Prevention and control of forest fires is handled through a coopera-
tive effort between town/city fire organizations and the State Forest Fire
Service.
Since 1903, when the first forest fire laws were passed by our
legislature, the State Forester has appointed someone in each municipality
as a Forest Fire Warden and charged him with the responsibility of forest
fire prevention and control within his town/city. This person may ask
the State Forester to appoint as many Deputy Wardens as may be necessary
to efficiently carry out his charge.
The State Forester has divided the State into ten forest fire districts
with a full time District Chief in each district. The State organization
is charged with assisting the municiple forest fire organization in any
way possible.
State personnel conduct fire training schools, assist with forest fire
suppression, fire cause investigation, prosecution of fire law violators
and forest fire prevention programs. Forest fire suppression equipment
is purchased through State bulk purchasing ability and sold to local
forest fire organization at one-half cost. Excess military property is
obtained and turned over to town/city fire departments at no cost to local
departments for conversion into fire suppression units. The Town of
Durham has been fortunate to receive a surplus water tender in 1972
through this program which has served as the primary water supply vehicle
for rural firefighting since that time. Additional equipment has been
provided to the town through a variety of additional Forest Fire Service
programs over a period of years. This cooperative arrangement between
State and municipality has resulted in one of the best forest fire records
in the United States with less than one-half acre of woodland burned in
each fire reported.
1979 FOREST FIRE STATISTICS
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In Memoriam






19 79 - A TRAGIC YEAR FOR THE POLICE DEPARTMENT
Fire gutted the Police Department during February forcing it to
relocate at the Town Office Building. The department, which has already-
lived with the reality of inadequate housing, has seen the problem com-
pounded by temporary quarters which consists of three small rooms and some
hall and attic storage space. The Board of Selectmen and Police Management
are working to make the situation liveable until the question of a new
police facility can be resolved.
June saw the untimely death of our veteran Chief
of Police, Ray I. Burrows, a native and life-long
resident of Durham. He had dedicated his career
to maintaining high standards in law enforcement
and, as a result, was admired by many. Chief
Burrows is also credited with molding an efficient
full-time department from the part-time service of
1960.
itional officers, who have served Durham well during their
been struck down with disabling heart conditions. Officer
ickson was retired in October. Officer Hendrickson, being a
operator specialist, was noted in the community for his
in drug and alcohol prevention programs. Lt . Leslie Jewell,
ently in the process of applying for retirement. Lt . Jewell
second in command of the department having served some eleven
ull-time member. Lt . Jewell was well known and liked in the
r his work in law enforcement. He still resides with his wife
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Officer James Faria left the department in order to assume command of
the New Hampshire Police Academy. Officer Faria had served six and a half
years with the department and was well known among the area youth for his
involvement with the Robert C. Hollis Youth Center.
The loss of experience and knowledge represented by these seasoned
police officers will have its effects. In an attempt to offset this loss,
the Department has improved upon the selection process of new employees,
intensified our in-service training, and requested appropriations to
provide for a three-phase performance evaluation. This later program will
involve job performance evaluation, job skill, and physical fitness
testing
.
PROTECTION OF PERSONS khiV PROPERTY
Pol-ice. Ve.pan.tme.ntVetall 7
/925
Jan. 3J, W. H. Zixfi^oMi,
, police, oHlcen. $20.00
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PERSONNEL APPOINTMENTS
In September, Paul W. Gowen, who had served as Acting Chief of Police
following the sudden death of Chief Ray Burrows, was selected, from a field
of thirty-five applicants, and appointed Chief of Police. Chief Gowen has
served four and a half years with the department, having formerly served
eleven and a half years with the Rochester, New Hampshire, Police Depart-
ment. He holds an Associate's Degree in Law Enforcement, has nine years
of police supervisory experience, and was an area co-ordinator and in-
structor for the New Hampshire Police Standards and Training Council.
Former State Police Trooper Donald L. Vittum was appointed as
Executive Officer to Chief Gowen, holding the rank of Lieutenant. Lt
.
Vittum attended the University of New Hampshire, majoring in Business
Administration. He has over eight years of police experience, and has
served as a field-training officer for the New Hampshire State Police.
Lt. Vittum spent two and a half years of this service with the State Police
as an undercover narcotics officer.
Three former Durham Special Police Officers - Roland Lapointe,
Richard Donovan, and Richard Fabian - were hired as regular officer
replacements. Lapointe and Donovan were certified regular officers,
serving with area departments at the time of their hiring. Fabian is
scheduled to attend the eight-week Police Training Academy, beginning on
February 25, 19 80, in order to achieve certification.
New personnel, from left to right - Lt. Donald Vittum, Patrolman Richard




Personnel shortage for a sustained period of time resulted, with
some exceptions, in a downtrend in output of department activities.
Regretfully, the incidents of burglary rose sharply this year after
having declined twenty-eight percent over the past two years. Citizens'
complaints rose slightly over last year's figures, but are now fifty- two
percent over 1975.
The constant rise in citizens' complaints may be attributed to the
increased demand placed upon the department by new developments, such as
Folsom Way, Littlehale, building along the Packers Falls River, Falls Way,
and outlying recreation areas.
It is expected that this trend will continue, based upon proposed
building in the Chase, Lambert, Aliapoulois, and Linn Developments.
Renovation of the Franklin Theater into a disco, theater, and general
entertainment establishment will also add to this demand. The increase in
workload suggests that good planning and the addition of personnel may help
to combat the ever-increasing crime rate.
Present Force, as of January 1, 1980 - from ].eft to right - Seated -
Patrolman Robert Irving, Sr . , Chief Paul V7. Gowen, Lieutenant Donald Vittum,
Sergeant Donald Berry - Second Line - Patrolman Joseph McGann, Jr.,
Patrolman Richard Donovan, Patrolman Richard Fabian, Patrolman Edward
Levesque, Clerk/Dispatcher Marjorie Rawson , Patrolman J. Phillip Stetson,
Patrolman William Cronin, Jr., - Third Line - Patrolman Roland Lapointe,
and Patrolman Michae]. Golding.
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Aid Rendered to Citizens
Accidents Covered
Motor Vehicle Arrests Made
Criminal Arrests Made
Summonses to Court Issued
Citizen Complaints Answered
Aid Rendered to Other Agencies
Criminal Investigations Conducted
Animals Destroyed on Highways
Miscellaneous Calls
Motor Vehicle Warnings Issued
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Failure to Yield Right-of-Way 7
Misuse of Power 8
One-way Street 2 2
Unattended Motor Vehicle 7
Warrant/Other Agencies 1
Solid Line 22
Failure to Stop for Officer 1
Failure to Obey Signs 1
Unregistered Motorcycle 4
Unregistered Motor Vehicle 14
Operating w/o Valid License 16
Operating w/o Eye Protection 8
Stop Sign 14
Passing on the Right 4
Double Parking 1
Failure to Keep Right 1
Misuse of Plates 6
Red Light 2
Operating After Suspension 1
Firelaw Violations 4
Improper Turn 3
Operating w/o M/C License 4
Failure to Yield/Pedestrians 4
Unsafe Tires 5
Improper Pass 2
Expired Fuel User's Permit 2
Reckless Operation 1
3 Persons on Motorcycle 2
One-way Street/Bicycle 1
Regulation of Dogs 1
Riding Bicycle on Sidewalk 5
Bicycle Violations 3
Failure to Keep Right/Bicycle l
Restricted Parking 3
Operating w/o Corrective Lenses 3
Improper Operating 1
Operating w/o Lights 2
Failure to Display Two Plates 1
Transportation of Alcohol 1
Disorderly Conduct 2
Obstructed Vision 1
Leaving Scene of Accident
Misrepresentation of Age















































































































(Continued) 19 7 9 COMPLAINTS ANSWERED (Continued) 1979 COMPLAINTS ANSWERED







Possible Stolen Motor Vehicle l
Shoplifter 1
Conduct After an Accident 1
Attempted Rape 2
Criminal Trespass (Juv.) 1
Criminal Mischief (Juv.) 2
Possible Arson 1
Impersonating Police Officer












Attempt to Locate 3
Loitering 1








Possession of Controlled Drugs
Theft of Police Equipment
Oil Spill
Attempted Aggravated Assault











Parading without a Permit
Possession of Drug Equipment





























The Juvenile Annual Report relates only those crimes where the juve-
nile offender was known, apprehended, and processed, and does not include
unsolved crimes where juveniles were involved.
A number of juvenile cases involved warnings, with parents being
notified, warnings after hearings with parents, and juveniles released to
the custody of parents, for disciplinary action. The Juvenile Court was
used only after other remedies had been exhausted.
Juvenile Offenses 120
Juvenile Court Hearings 26
Juvenile Cases Referred to Other
Authorities 5
Juveniles Referred to the Youth
Development Center 1
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Transportation of Controlled Drugs
Reckless Operation
Possession of Stolen Property
Alcohol Violation
Attempt to Purchase Alcohol
Possession of Drugs
Runaway

































(Top) DURHAM DISTRICT COURT x.OOM AFTER THE FIRE IN FEBRUARY,
1979.




REPORT or THE DURHAM DISTRICT COURT
January 1 to December 31, 19 79
TOTAL NliMBER OF COMPLAINTS 22 31
Motor vehicle violations 1703
Driving while intoxicated violations 109
Possession of alcohol by minor 30
Selling/procuring alcohol for minor 15
Intoxication 13
False report to law enforcement 5
Disorderly conduct 51
Possession of controlled drug 23
Manufacturing controlled drug 2





Theft by unauthorized taking 31
Theft of services 10
Concealment of merchandise 15
Assault 21
Issuing bad check 34
False public alarm 16
Discharging f irecraclcers 4
Violation of town fire regulations 14
Violation of probation 1
Arson 7
Violation of dog ordinance 8
Receiving/possession of stolen property 19
Hunting under influence of liquor 2
Sexual assault 2
Indecent exposure 2
Fish and Game vio]ations 16
Littering 3
Loitering 1
Fail to answer summons 1
Bail jumping 1
No pistol license 1
Forgery 2
Burglary 5
In addition to the above, there \-iere 30 cases entered, but not yet
heard. There were also 46 civil writs entered, 148 small claims cases
entered, and 59 annulments granted.
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Other court expenses - (conferences, dues,
visiting justices, etc.)
Bank service charge
Cash on hand, January 1, 1980
On February 20, 1979 a fire in the Durham District Courthouse
building destroyed the courtroom and damaged the police station
facilities. The fire began in the basement due to faulty old
electrical wiring, and traveled up the cellar stairway into the
courtroom area. Fortunately, no one was in the building at the time
the fire was discovered by two people passing by at 1 A.M. so there
were no injuries. After the fire, the decision was made by the Board
of Selectmen and the Historical Society to renovate the building
in accordance with the time period in which the building had been
constructed.
On September 6, 19 79, dedication ceremonies were held in the new
courtroom facilities. From this date on, the building has housed the
courtroom, the clerk's office and the probation office, as well as
the judge's chambers.
The Durham District Court is in session twice a week now, due to
an increased caseload, in addition to one special night session a





This past year was a productive year for the Durham District Court
Probation Officer, in spite of the setback caused by the courtroom
fire of February 20, 1979. However, one positive result of tl^ie fire
was the fact that the probation officer was finally able to obtain
his own office after five years of using whatever room was available
in the old police/court building. This office will mean better
service provided to the community and to people on probation. We can
concentrate on statistical work to point out problem areas or potential
problems and can gear programs to alleviate these areas. A private
office means a better atmosphere to perform the "counseling" sessions
which are conducted on a regular basis with people on probation. It
gives us an atmosphere of relaxation and is less threatening to those
who are involved in the judicial process. Tt also gives us space to
display and provide information which addresses pertinent issues.
This year we have tried to reach out to the community with informa-
tion through teaching and with speaking engagements. Following is a
list of places and topics which we discussed:
Place Topic
Oyster River High School -
teachers and students Alcohol
Oyster River Middle School "
Strafford County Human Services "
Oyster River Workshop "
UNH - Criminology Class Role of Probation Officer in
the Justice System
Oyster River High School Law Class "
Strafford County Crisis Home Program Juvenile Law
Durham Police Department " "
Seacoast Regional Counselors " "
Part-time Police Officer's School " "
Our goal in speaking to these various groups is to educate, divert
and deal with situations before they come to the attention of the
police, court or probation officer.
In the years to come, we hope to expand this educational diversion
process to ease the problems of juveniles before the intervention by
authorities becomes necessary.
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To the inhabitants of the Town of Durham, County of Strafford, State of New
Hampshire, qualified to vote in town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Oyster River Cooperative High
School Cafeteria, Durham, New Hampshire, on Tuesday , the eleventh day of
March, 1980, A.D., at 8:00 A.M . (E.S.T.) to act on the following ballot
articles:
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10
As provided by law, there can be no discussion on these articles prior
to balloting.
POLLS WILL CLOSE AND ACTION BY BALLOTING on the articles referred to
above and listed below will cease at 7:00 P.M. The ballots will then be
counted and the results announced.
Further, in compliance with action approved by the Town Meeting on
March 7, 1972 (Article 2), you are hereby notified to meet at the Oyster
River Cooperative High School Gymnasium at 9:00 A.M. on Saturday ,
March 15, 1980 , to act on all other articles in this warrant.
ARTICLE 1. (VOTE BY BALLOT) To choose one (1) Selectman for a term
of three (3) years; (4) four members of the Budget Committee for a term of
three (3) years; two (2) members of the Budget Committee for a term of
two (2) years; one (1) Supervisor of the Checklist for a term of six (6)
years; one (1) Trustee of Trust Funds for three (3) years; one (1) Moderator
for two (2) years; and all other elective officers for the ensuing year.
ARTICLE 2 . (VOTE BY BALLOT) To see if the Town will adopt the pro-
visions of RSA 41:45-a permitting the office of town clerk to be combined
with the office of tax collector, thereby creating a new office of town
clerk- tax collector to be held by one individual for a term of three years.
(Petitioned by 10 legal voters as follows: Judith K. Johnson, Donna S.
Cronshaw, Linda L. Ekdahl, Maryanna Hatch, Alma B. Tirrell, Marion M.
Bartlett, Theodore J. Finnegan, David Littlefield, Nobel K. Peterson,
Donald P. Bliss)
.
ARTICLE 3. (VOTE BY BALLOT) To see if the Town will adopt the pro-
visions of RSA 543:34-a permitting applications for changes in party
affiliation to be made with the town clerk.
ARTICLE 4 . (VOTE BY BALLOT) To see if the Town will vote to amend
ARTICLE 1, SECTION 1.31 of the Durham Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the
Planning Board.
Articles 2, 4, 5, and 12 are inter-related elements of a comprehensive
change in the zoning ordinance .
ARTICLE 1
ENACTMENT
SECTION 1.31 PROCEDURE FOR AMENDMENT .
Replace old line 4 with new line 4.
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(Purpose: To make section 1.31 "Procedure for Amendment" comply with
state statute as amended July 1979. The final filing date was two weeks
prior to town meeting. State Statute now requires four weeks.)
ARTICLE 5 . (VOTE BY BALLOT) To see if the Town will vote to amend
Article 2 of the Durham Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning Board,
Articles 2, 4, 5 and 12 are inter-related elements of a comprehensive






ARTICLE 8 . (VOTE BY BALLOT) To see if the Town will vote to amend
the Durham Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning Board. To replace
existing ARTICLE 5 in its entirety with new ARTICLE 5.
Articles 2, 4, 5 and 12 are inter-related elements of a comprehensive
change in the zoning ordinance .
ARTICLE 5
DIMENSIONAL CONTROLS
SECTIONS 5.10 THROUGH 5.43 DIMENSIONAL CONTROLS
(Purpose) These changes are designed, in part, to divert development
from rural and coastal areas to near-town areas where municipal water and
sewer services are currently or potentially available to encourage potential
agricultural uses and protection of aquifers.
The minimum lot size for the RA District will be changed to 20,000
sq. ft. (having been 10,000 sq. ft. until 1979 when it was raised to
30,000 sq. ft.) The RB District will remain at 40,000 sq. ft. Provision
is made for an orderly transition in density from outlying, low-service
areas (RT-80) to inlying areas with partial or full services (RT-40 and
RT-20 respectively) but only with town meeting vote. The RC and R Districts
will require a minimum lot size increase from 60,000 and 80,000 to 120,000
sq. ft. to provide for on-site wells and septic systems.
ARTICLE 9 . (VOTE BY BALLOT) To see if the Town will vote to amend
the Durham Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning Board. To replace
existing ARTICLE 12 in its entirety with new ARTICLE 12.
Articles 2, 4, 5 and 12 are inter-related elements of a comprehensive
change in the Zoning Ordinance .
ARTICLE 12
CLUSTER DEVELOPMENT
SECTION 12.10 THROUGH 12.62 CLUSTER DEVELOPMENT
(Purpose) Cluster developments are allowed by special exception only
and provide for better land use within developments by encouraging flexi-
bility of design, location, and a variation of dimensional controls.
Clusters accommodate natural features of the land, protect open space and
actively operated prime and unique farmland. Requirements include better
planning for bike paths and walkways.
A Cluster development may be located in any residential district but
allowable dwelling type varies among districts. A buffer must surround the
cluster and the size of the tract of land must be comparable to at least
six (6) conventional lots in the district.
ARTICLE 10 . (VOTE BY BALLOT) To see if the Town will vote to amend
the Durham Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning Board with the
addition of ARTICLE 18.
ARTICLE 18
RESIDENTIAL GROWTH MANAGEMENT
SECTIONS 18.10 THROUGH 18.42 RESIDENTIAL GROWTH MANAGEMENT
(Purpose) To safeguard the town against costs and problems related
to major building spurts by exercising direct control over location and
timing of growth in major subdivisions. This is intended to offer a
balance, within developing areas, between subdivisions and alternate forms
of housing.
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The quota system limits the number of houses that may be built in any
major subdivision in a given year. The point system is based on town
priorities. It evaluates and ranks subdivisions for quality of design,
proximity to town services and schools, and protection of open spaces.
This article requires a periodic update of the Comprehensive Plan and
development of a Capital Improvements Program, reviewed annually by the
Planning Board.
Construction on an approved lot, not within a major subdivision, is
not restricted by this ordinance.
THE PRECEDING CONCLUDES THE OFFICIAL BALLOT ARTICLES
ARTICLE 11 . To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate th
sum of Four Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($450,000) for the purpose of
completing the construction of the Lamprey Regional Solid Waste Cooperativ
Solid Waste Disposal and Recovery Facility. Further, to authorize the
Selectmen to borrow Four Hundred and Fifty Thousand Dollars ($450,000)
under the Municipal Finance Act and to determine the rate of interest
thereon, to enter into an agreement or amendment of the existing agreement
with other member towns of the Cooperative with respect to debt incurred
on behalf of the other towns, and to take other actions as may be necessary
to effect the issuance, negotiation, rate, and delivery of such bonds or
notes as shall be in the best interests of the Town of Durham.
(Two-thirds (2/3) majority vote required to pass. Ballot after discussion.)
(Recommended by the Budget Committee.)
ARTICLE 12 . To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000) for the purpose of completing
the construction of sewerage and sewage treatment facilities, as authorized
by Article 7 of the 1977 Durham Town Meeting, such sum to be raised by the
issuance of bonds or notes not to exceed One Hundred Thousand Dollars
($100,000) under and in compliance with the Municipal Finance Act (N.H.
R.S.A. 33:1 et seq. , as amended) and to authorize the Selectmen to issue
and negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest
thereon, and to take such other actions as may be necessary to effect the
issuance, negotiation, sale and delivery of such bonds or notes as shall
be in the best interests of the Town of Durham, and to allow the Selectmen
to expend such monies as become available from the Federal Government under
Federal Water Pollution Control Act, as amended (33 U.S.C. § et seq.) and
pass any vote relating thereto.
(Two-thirds (2/3) majority vote required to pass. Ballot after discussion.)
(Recommended by the Budget Committee.)
ARTICLE 13 . To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to receive
and deposit in the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund, Federal revenues allocated
to the Town by the Federal Government under provisions of the 1972 Acts of
Congress, as amended, establishing the State and Local Assistance Act, and
to authorize withdrawal from this fund for budgeted appropriations (see
budget) in the approximate amounts and for the purposes listed as follows:
ITEM Budget 1/1/80-12/31/80
1980 ANTICIPATED RECEIPTS: APPROXIMATELY $100,000
1. Highway Capital Reserve 35,000
2. Old Landing-Reconstruction of South Side
(Special Projects-Budget Item #125) 5,000
3. Cruiser purchase 6,900
4. Downtown Beautif ication 11,424
5. Parks & Recreation: New Equipment 6,265
6. Ladder Truck Interest 4,900
7. Ambulance (Durham Share) 8,360
8. Septic Study 7,000
9. Water Study 15,000
TOTAL PROPOSED REVENUE SHARING: $ 99,849
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ARTICLE 14. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the Budaet for the
period January 1, 1980 - December 31, 1980, as submitted by the'^Budget
Committee in the amount of Three Million, Fifty-Six Thousand, Six Hundred
and Ninety-Seven Dollars ($3,056,697,00), and to raise by taxes the sum of
Six Hundred f"ifty-Two Thousand, One Hundred Eighty-Five Dollars
($652,185.00) for the purposes thereof. (See Budget Detail).
ARTI CLE 15 . To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to apply
for, receive, and expend funds from the Federal Heritage Conservation and
Recreation Service in an amount up to Three Thousand, One Hundred Thirty-
:^ive Dollars ($3,135) as matching funds for capital improvements to the
Daseball/soccer field in the Woodridge neighborhood.
(Two-thirds (2/3) majority vote required to pass).
[Recommended by the Budget Committee)
.
ARTICLE 16 . To see if the Town will vote to authorize the extension
of the water distribution system approximately one thousand thirty feet'
(1,030') from the intersection of Foss Farm Road to the westerly side of
the Mill Road railroad bridge, at a cost not to exceed Forty Thousand
Dollars ($40, 000)
.
(Recommended by the Planning Board).
(Submitted without recommendation by the Budget Committee)
.
ARTICLE 17 . To see if the Town will vote to authorize the expenditure
of Seven Thousand Dollars ($7,000) for the study and drafting of regulations
relative to the design, inspection, and maintenance of on-site septic
systems, to be implemented as part of the Comprehensive Plan of the Town of
Durham.
(Recommended by the Planning Board)
.
(Submitted without recommendation by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 18 . To see if the Town will vote to authorize the expenditure
of Fifteen Thousand Dollars ($15,000) to evaluate the proposed need and
the economic and environmental impact of expansion of the water system.
(Recommended by the Planning Board)
(Submitted without recommendation by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 19 , To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of
up to Twenty-Four Thousand Dollars ($24,000) for the purpose of designing
and constructing bikeways on Mill Pond Road (from Newmarket Road to Faculty
Road) . Said monies would enable the Town to participate in the Bicycle
Grant Program of the Federal Highway Administration on the basis of 75% -
25%, Federal-Local fund-sharing. In the event that Federal Highway Admin-
istration funds are not awarded to the Town, these funds shall be used to
apply for other matching funds (such as the Department of the Interior's
Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service funds on a 50%-50% basis) OR
these monies shall be combined with other local funds as proposed by the
Selectmen to complete the Mill Pond Road Bikeways Project. Any funds not
expended for Mill Pond Road Bikeways will be allocated to other bikelanes
to complete an in-town bikelane loop, or Mill Road to Packers Falls,
(Petitioned by 14 legal voters as follows: Anne H, Knight, Anne H. Melvin,
Nancy K. Leonard, Jonathan E. Chorlian, Joan Darlington, Annemarie D.
Harris, Margaret Bruce, Duncan Bruce, Jr., Diana C. Carroll, Cicely Buckley,
Virginia Vranicar, Jane Carbonneau, Nancy Vincent, Donald E, Vincent),
(Submitted without Budget Conmiittee Recommendation).
ARTICLE 20 . To see if the Town will vote to provide a recycling bin
or bins for the collection of glass, at the Shop 'N Save parking lot.
Further, to expend up to Two Thousand, Five Hundred Dollars ($2,500) for
maintenance of the area and to keep it clear of debris,
ARTICLE 21, To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of Five Hundred Dollars ($500) for the purpose of suitable care
and maintenance of deserted and abandoned cemeteries within its confines
not otherwise provided for,
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ARTICLE 22 . To see if the Town will vote to rescind the provisions of
the Municipal Budget Law (RSA 32), thereby abolishing the Budget Committee.
Further, to instruct the Selectmen to appoint an Advisory Finance Committee,
whose membership and duties shall be determined by the Selectmen.
ARTICLE 23 . To see if the Town will vote to adopt the following reso-
lution: Whereas, in the course of the last year, it has become obvious
that there is no alternative to the use of CWIP or its equivalent for the
financing of New Hampshire's share of the Seabrook plant.
And whereas, a substantial share of this plant will be required to
supply New Hampshire's need at the most reasonable rates for power.
And whereas, the anti-CWIP bill is primarily responsible for the fore-
closing of the Public Service Company's access to the capital financial
markets.
We hereby petition our legislators and particularly Governor Gallen
to take the steps necessary to negate the current anti-CWIP legislation.
(Petitioned by 11 legal voters as follows: John T. Harrison, Francis D.
Manock, Nelson F. Kennedy, Charles H. Leighton, David P. Ayer , Barbara A.
Long, Philip C. Montagano, Kevin V. Dugas, Ray F. MacDonald, Raymond
Brannen, Todd Mooradian)
.
ARTICLE 24 . To see if the Town will adopt the provisions of RSA
654:34-a permitting applications for changes in party affiliation to be
made with the Town Clerk.
ARTICLE 25 . To see if the Town will vote to adopt the following reso-
lution: Be it resolved by the Town of Durham that the New Hampshire Housing
Commission be and is authorized to operate in the Town of Durham, in the
State of New Hampshire and that said New Hampshire Housing Commission is
authorized to sponsor a project for low income persons under Section 8 of
the U. S. Housing Act of 1937 as amended, for the following accommodations:
40 units of newly constructed housing for the elderly to be constructed on
property located at 3 6 Madbury Road abutting Dennison Road.
ARTICLE 26 . To see if the Town will vote to explore the possibility
of purchasing two (2) parcels of land with building along College Brook
Road between Mill Road and Chesley Drive for future use by the Town. The
Selectmen to appoint a committee to seek appropriate funding and propose a
plan for submission to the 1981 Town Meeting.
(Recommended by the Planning Board)
.
ARTICLE 27 . To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to apply
for, negotiate, and do all other things necessary to obtain such Federal,
State or other assistance as may be available for public works or other
municipal functions, and to expend such funds for those projects.
(Two-thirds majority vote required to pass)
.
ARTICLE 28 . To see if the Town will authorize the Board of Selectmen
to apply for and accept Federal grants under Title I and Title II of the
Public Works Employment Act of 1977, and subsequent legislation, and to
file the required Statement of Assurances, to include authorization on a
retroactive basis for grant applications previously submitted and which
have been or may be granted to the Town. Further, to authorize the Select-
men to expend the funds provided under the grants for the purposes speci-
fied.
(Two-thirds majority vote required to pass)
ARTICLE 29 . To see if the Town will vote to direct the Selectmen to
appoint a committee which will begin to plan for Durham's 250th Anniversary
celebration in 1982.
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ARTICLE 30. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen,
under authority of R.S.A. 80:42, to sell and transfer the tax lien and/or
the title to real estate acquired by the Town at a tax collector's sale
for non-payment of taxes, in default of redemption for such tax sale within
the time limited by law, by deed or otherwise upon such terms as the Select-
men shall deem to be in the best interests of the Town.
ARTICLE 31 . To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of approximately Two Hundred Two Thousand Dollars ($202,000.00) to de-
fray its share of the cost of Strafford County Government.
ARTICLE 32 . To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to borrow necessary money in anticipation of taxes by issuing short-term
notes.
ARTICLE 33 . To transact any other business that may legally come
before this meeting.
Given under our hand and seal this twenty-second day of February in




James C. Chamber 1 in
Lawrence W. O'Connell
DURHAM BOARD OF SELECTMEN






DURHAM BOARD OF SELECTMEN
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The Budget
Report and Recommendation of the Budget Committee
Town of Durham, March, 1980
1980 Budget as Posted




















National Bank Stock Taxes
Yield Taxes
Interest on Delinquent Taxes
Land Use Change Tax
Estimated
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ALL OTHER SOURCES (Cont'd)
UNH Reimbursement - Inci iioratoi'
Operation
UNH Reimbursement - Lamprey Req.
First Year
UNH Reimbursenient - Ladder Truck
First Year Interest
UNH Reimbursement - Sewer Study
First Year Interest
UNH Reimbursement - Wastewater
Treatment - First Yr. Interest
State Reimbursement - Wastewater
Treatment - First Year
Madbury Incinerator Reimbursement





Mill Pond Road Notes




Bond Issuance Expense Reimbursement
Sale of Bonds - Lamprey Regional
Sale of Bonds - Wastewater Treatment
Sale of Bonds - Ladder Truck
L.E.A.A. Grant
B.O.R. Grant
Capital Reserve Withdrawal -
Public Works
Lamprey Reintbursement P/I


























TO: SEWER DEPARTMENT 6,660.00
TO: WATER DEPARTMENT 2,240.00
FROM: PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
TO: SEWER DEPARTMENT
Public Works Director 4,533.00
Public Works Payroll 2,365.00
TO: WATER DEPARTMENT
Public Works Director 2,720.00
Public Works Payroll 8,263.00
TO INCINERATOR
Public Works Director 4,533.00
Public Works Payroll 2,506.00
TO: PLANNING BOARD 8,600.00
TO: TRASH COLLECTION (Payroll) 15,331.00
TO: CEMETERIES:
Parks & Rec. Supt. ^'^^^'J?
Part-time 1,987.00
TO: PARKS & RECREATION


















































































































































Town Mains & Inflow
EDA Sewer Rehabilitation
Sewer Study





SIZE: 25.5 square miles (2.2 of them are water).
POPULATION: Federal Estimate: 10,105 (Effective July 1, 1978, the
Federal Population Estimate is
official for all purposes and
includes resident student
population)
TOWN ROADS: 4 0.9 miles.
STATE ROADS: 19 miles.
SIDEWALKS: 25,389 linear feet, or 4.81 miles.
RECREATIONAL FACILITIES
Skating Rink at Jackson's Landing.
Jackson's Landing boating facilities.
Cedar Point boat ramp.
Tot Lot.
Oyster River Park.
Recreational walking route via Class VI roads, as seen in "Walking Durham"
Old Landing (both sides of bridge)
.
Town Shipyard boat landing.
Mill Pond scenic area.
Doe Farm.
Bicentennial Park at Main Street and Mill Road.





PROPERTY OWNED BY THE TOWN
BUILDINGS
Town Hall (Durham District Court, Museum)
Highway Department Garage
Highway Department Garage (sheds)
Sewage Treatment Plant and Addition in Progress
Sewage Pumping Station, Dover Road
Incinerator





Lot #55, Woodridge Road
Schoolhouse Lane, Town Garage Lot
Old Landing Road, 400' north side, 100' south side
Mill Pond Road Park
Land off Dame Road (approximately 30 acres)
Mill Pond Dam, north side
Police Building Lot, 40' x 50'
Tot Lot
Town Lot and land in Provost Development
Oyster River Park
Smith Chapel and two acres. Mill Pond Road
Littlehale Road Lot
Jackson Landing
Cedar Point, two shallow lots
Durham Point Road at intersection with Langley Road
Lee Pit
Well Site, four acres off U.S. Route 4 in Lee
Lot 27, Longmarsh Road - Beaver Pond Conservation Area
Conservation Land adjacent to Lot 27
Wiswall Road Dam Site
Spruce Hole Conservation Area
Doe Farm
Lot Nos. 79-83 -- Woodridge Development
Conservation Easement - Pond Area at Durham Point Road and Pincrest Lane
Conservation Purchase: Langmaid Farm, Longmarsh Road (Class VI area)
Blackhawk Lot #4
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Public Works Department
During 1978, Public Works activities centered around three EDA grant
projects, which necessitated a total construction program in these areas.
During 1979 we were once again able to return to a split program of mainte-
nance and new construction, which is the main goal of our Department.
The new project chosen for 1979 was total reconstruction of Faculty
Road. Because of the high cost of energy to excavate and haul in needed
materials, a new process was tried. The existing pavement and base
material on Faculty Road was reclaimed as an alternate method of recon-
struction. We will have to evaluate this process in order to determine
whether it is viable for other roads in the community. The total Faculty
Road project included resurfacing of the road, new drainage system, new
sidewalks, and granite curbing. Plans for both the road and sidewalk were
reviewed with the residents of Faculty Road so that items such as safety,
bikeways, pedestrian walkways, and aesthetics of existing properties were
taken into consideration during the planning stage in order to arrive at
a design compatible to all residents of the area. The final overlay of
the roadway, as well as the landscaping, will be completed in the Spring
of 1980. We wish to thank the residents of Faculty Road for their cooper-
ation with us in the project.
Another major construction project was the completion of the filling,
grading, and drainage of the nev/ baseball/soccer field, which will be ready
for use in the Fall of 1980. Public Works crews were used in conjunction
with contracted equipment to complete this project.
Miscellaneous construction projects included placing new culverts in
the Wedgewood subdivision, curbing and landscaping on Valentine Hill Road,
and installation of a number of new catch basins where drainage problems
had existed in Durham.
It is the goal of the Public Works Department to ditch, shim and seal
seven miles of roadways each year as part of the maintenance program. This
process includes trimming the excess growth along the edge of the roadway
in order to facilitate proper drainage of the pavement. Cold asphalt mix
is applied in order to remove the depressions in the road, and the final
step is waterproofing the road with an asphalt seal. The areas of Bennett
Road and the Wedgewood Development were given first consideration in 1979.
The question has been posed many times why the Town does not use an asphalt
overlay on the roadways instead of the process just described. The reason
is the economics of the comparable processes, whereas the overlay pavement
would cost approximately $20,000 per mile, and the shim and seal process
costs approximately $5,000 per mile. Another reason for not using the
overlay is that many of the roads do not have an adequate base, and the
placement of such an expensive overlay would result in cracking within a
very short period of time. Using the shim and seal process, we are able
to do more miles more economically, and utilize our additional funds for
more permanent construction in the community.
Because of the existing problem of inadequate bases in many of our
roadways, there has been a strong emphasis on the conditions placed on
developers of new subdivisions to build roads according to Town specifi-
cations. Compliance with these specifications results in minimum mainte-
nance over a long-term period.
During January of 1979 we had a great deal of mixed snow and rain,
which necessitated a high use of abrasives for snow and ice control.
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February and March were comparatively free of snow, along with December of
1979, which resulted in few snow removal problems.
New equipment purchased during 1979 included a 32,000 GVW dump truck
with a diesel engine, a new JCB Backhoe, and new tailgate sand and salt
spreaders for snow and ice removal. The diesel truck is the first of its
kind purchased by Public Works, and was chosen both for the energy-saving
factor and reduced maintenance. The Backhoe was purchased under the
Capital Improvement Program and is used for our water, sewer, and drainage
projects. It is believed the tailgate spreaders for snow and ice control
is the most important purchase, permitting the cutback in the use of salt
and sand through calibration, as well as manhours needed to place these
materials on the roadways.
The Capital Improvement Program for new equipment, which was im-
plemented in 1975, is beginning to show the effects of long-term planning
for the community.
The day-to-day projects included patching, street and sidewalk sweep-
ing, snow removal, equipment maintenance, sign work, traffic painting,
roadside mowing, grading of dirt roads, and culvert cleaning.
Refuse is collected in the community three days a week via curbside
pickup, and a Spring and Fall Cleanup is made for all items such as leaves,
brush, white metal goods, and other items that cannot be included in the
weekly collection.
The Public Works Department works in conjunction with the Parks and
Recreation Committee for the maintenance and beautif ication programs in
the community, such as planning, planting, and maintenance of all Parks
and Recreation and beautif ication areas. This Department also works with
the Cemetery Committee in the maintenance of the cemeteries in the
community.
The street lighting system in the downtown area is owned and operated
by the Town and maintained by the Public Works Department.
1980 will bring about a number of changes because of the high cost of
energy, which is associated so closely with any type of Public Works
activity, as all of the road materials are oil-based. New projects such
as reclamation of existing street bases, as was tested on Faculty Road,
emulsion-based pavement sealers, a four-day work week (10 hours per day)
which was successfully tried in 1979, as well as leaving equipment on job
sites at night in order to save energy, are all being practiced by the
Public Works Department in an effort to maximize efficiency and conserve
energy.
This Department wishes to thank all Town boards and Public Works
employees for the support and cooperation given to our 1979 Public Works
programs, and the efforts made to realize our goals of maximizing services
in the most cost-efficient manner possible. Without the backing of the
Town boards and their support and encouragement to try innovative methods,
we would not be able to serve the community in the present manner. We
thank all Durham citizens for their support and confidence, and always
welcome new ideas to improve our services.
khXicXo.- b ois the 1929 Toion Meeting War-^ant: "To iec ii) tke. Toim lalll vote to kcuac and
appfiopfLtcLtt the i,Lun o [) $2,000 l^oi peAinanent bvpMov&mut o{) vilZage. 6tAeet^."
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Public Works Advisory Committee
This Committee is strictly advisory to the Selectmen and the Director of Public Works
matters that affects this department's operation and its program. During 1979 we were
consulted on:
the purchase of major equipment including a 32,000 GVW Diesel Truck, a Backhoe
and several Salt and Sand Spreaders,
the reclamation process used for the reconstruction of Faculty Road,
the 1980 Public Works Program,
the 1980 Public Works Budgets
We continue to be impressed with the management of the Public Works Department and the
dedication and professionalism of its employees.






1979 marks the last full year of operation of our Durham Point Road
incinerator facility. Acknowledgment should be given to the committees in
this community who had the foresight in the early sixties to construct the
Durham Point Road facility for the disposal of solid waste. At that time
the Durham facility was one of the few, if not the only, small incinerator
units of this type in the country to incinerate waste in a successful
manner
.
Because of the new legislation during the late seventies regarding air
emission qualities, new technology for solid waste disposal had to be
adopted, and the existing plant would have had to install more sophisticated
air emission control equipment in order to meet the present standards.
During 1979 approximately 5,000 tons of refuse from the Town, the
University, and the Town of Madbury was incinerated at this facility. We
also accommodated in the disposal of waste from ships coming into Ports-
mouth from overseas as well as that of overseas air flights from Pease Air
Force Base.
During this past year only preventive maintenance was done at the
facility, knowing that it would be closed during the summer of 1980. The
present facility on Durham Point Road is designed to take different types
of waste. Domestic refuse such as rubbish, cans, glass, plastic, and
paper goods are processed through the incinerator, with citizen option
available to make use of our recycling facilities at the site for glass,
cans, and paper. Household appliances and metal goods are separated for
processing at Madbury Metals, resulting in a revenue to the Town. Brush
and leaves are separated at the facility, with the leaves being used for
landfill and the brush burned. Stuffed goods, such as upholstered furni-
ture are landfilled under the ash residue from the incinerator.
During the summer of 1980 we will be closing down our existing in-
cinerator facilities in order to begin operation at the new site on the
UNH campus. The new facility will incinerate waste and utilize the BTU
value of the waste to produce steam for heating campus buildings. The
new facility will contain the most sophisticated equipment for air emission
controls required at the present time, as well as having the ability to
utilize the BTU value of the solid waste in what we believe is the most
efficient resource recovery program to date. The support of the Town and
University, along with that of the eleven other communities involved in
solving the problem of disposal of solid waste and resource recovery has
resulted in the realization of one of the most innovative projects for
solid waste disposal in the country today. The Durham Point Road site will
continue to be used to accommodate the stuffed and metal goods, brush, and
leaves.
It should be emphasized that there is no perfect solution for solid
waste disposal in any community. It is believed that the cooperative
arrangement, along with the Durham Point Road site, gives us the flexibility
to operate in a rapidly changing environment of constraints. The Lamprey
Cooperative arrangement gives us the flexibility to recycle items such as
glass and cans whenever the feasibility of markets and tipping fees are
most advantageous to the communities. The economics of the Lamprey Coopera-
tive are based on the current market price of crude oil, which we believe
gives a very strong base for resource recovery. However, with changing
times and the prospects of new markets, we have the flexibility to make the
necessary changes in order to take the greatest advantage of the resources
which may be contained in solid waste.
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Our present facilities on Durham Point Road have served the Town well
and we are confident that the new facilities will provide the community
with the most economical and environmentally sound resource recovery system
which exists today for the handling of solid waste.
MODULAR COMBUSTION UNIT FOR NEW LAMPREY FACILITY
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Lamprey
Regional Solid Waste Cooperative
Since our report to you at the time of your 197 9 Town Meeting, the
Cooperative, through the strong efforts of its representative members
from each town, has made outstanding progress.
In May of 197 9 the Cooperative obtained bids from pre-qualif led
suppliers of incinerator-energy recovery systems for the design, manufac-
ture, and installation of three 36-ton-per-day incinerators and two
integrated boiler systems for the production of steam to be sold to the
University of New Hampshire, to supply a portion of their steam require-
ments in lieu of the conventional oil-produced heating medium. Consumat
Systems, Inc., of Richmond, Virginia, was awarded the contract for the
complete incineration-energy recovery portion of the project. This
company is the largest and most advanced one of its kind known to us in
the United States, with an excellent record of quality and performance.
Their contract calls for a step or a phased schedule of delivery and
installation towards a start-up date scheduled for late spring of 198 0.
They have continuously maintained the established timetable and we
anticipate no problem in meeting start-up dates, weather and acts beyond
their control permitting.
In mid-summer, upon completion of a major contract involving the
relocation of the entire University of New Hampshire Power Supply &
Transformer System to make way for the Cooperative's plant, a contract was
awarded to Griffin Construction Company, inc., for the site development
and building construction portion of the project. This contract was
developed in close coordination and for integration with Consumat 's work
to the end that all elements of both projects be completed as required to
place the plant in operation efficiently and economically in the best
interest of the Cooperative. Although the site development contract was
delayed approximately three weeks by serious unanticipated foundation
problems, every effort by the contracting party and the Cooperative's
management is expected to effect sufficient completion of the project to
meet the scheduled start-up operation.
Although every effort was made by the Cooperative to anticipate the
overall costs of the project, a number of events have occurred which have
increased the capital costs of the project since the original estimates
were made in late '77 and early '78. Two towns joined the Cooperative
(Epping and Rollinsford) , giving us an increased tonnage of waste to be
handled. To provide the capacity to accept the estimated refuse gener-
ated by the 12 towns, to build in a growth reserve capacity, and at the
same time maintain a safety stand-by incinerator for maintenance and
emergency purposes, the Cooperative specified three 3 6-ton-per-day
incinerators rather than the three 25-ton units on which the original
estimates were based. With bids taken on all elements of the project
during mid-year 1979, virtually at the height of the national inflationary
spiral, all costs have substantially increased. As a result, the
estimated capital cost of all elements of the project is now estimated to
be approximately 3.3 million dollars. Despite this major increase in
capital costs, the Cooperative, through judicial management and investment
of available funds, has been able to move ahead on its scheduled plan for
construction of the plant, with only the additional bonding of $450,000.
This additional capital investment, which the Town of Durham is being
asked to loan the Cooperative, as in the case of the initial bond issue,
has been offset completely by the increase in the price of fuel oil and
the resulting estimated increase in revenues returned from the sale of
steam, such that no increase in the tipping fee is projected. In fact,
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with reasonable control on the operating costs of the plant, any increase
in the price of oil could improve the tipping fee (cost per ton of refuse
handled) for each town. While a $10 per ton tipping fee has been used in
projecting your town's share for budgeting purposes for the last six
months of 1980, when we expect to be burning your refuse, the Cooperative
does not expect any increase in this cost per ton if oil prices stay as
they are, or increase.
Continuing inspections are being made of the facilities being pro-
duced by Consumat, and we are confident that the units which we have
selected will perform in accordance with our planned production program.
Although our system is designed to handle all types of residential waste,
including glass, the Cooperative members voted unanimously to encourage
the removal of glass at its source, either through recycling or local
disposal as land fill. Glass is nonproductive as a source of heat and
in fact does detract from the heat quality of the refuse burned, and it is
estimated that there may be a net savings to all of the communities in
the Cooperative to remove the glass and dispose of it locally rather than
to transport it to the Cooperative's plant, process it as a part of the
tonnage cost, and then dispose of it. The Cooperative's staff is working
with the member towns to assist in such a program, wherever possible.
The Directors of the Cooperative wish to express their deep apprecia-
tion for the assistance given its efforts by the officers and staff of
the University System, and the University of New Hampshire, as well as
the officers and staff of all the cooperating towns. Every effort will
be made through continuing correspondence and news releases to keep all
of the residents of the twelve towns informed of the progress in the
development of their solid waste disposal and energy recovery plant.
JOINT BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Albert Shiely, Harrington
Malcolm J. Chase, Durham - Chairman, Lamprey Regional Solid Waste
Cooperative
Mary Fecteau, Epping
Ranee Collins, Greenland - Chairman, Operations Committee
Joseph P. Ford, Lee
Joseph B. Moriarty, Madbury - Member, Operations Committee
William Chick, Newfields
Paul deRochemont, Newington
Earl E. Brill, Newmarket - Member, Operations Committee
Robert A. Low, Northwood
Gerald Boothby , Rollinsford
W. Douglas Scamman, Stratham - Secretary-Treasurer
Malcolm J. Chase, P.E.
Chairman




1979 saw Durham become officially declared a "TREE CITY, U.S.A."
This awared is given by the "National Arbor Day Foundation" to towns and
cities who meet four standards: 1) Have a legally constituted Tree
Official; 2) Adopt a community Tree Ordinance (which Durham is still
formulating); 3) Have a community forestry program supported by a
minimum of $1.00 per capita public funds; 4) Have an Arbor Day proclama-
tion and tree planting. Durham citizens should be proud that they are
the first, and presently the only, "Tree City" in the state of New
Hampshire.
In March, 1979, the Town of Durham and the Urban Forestry Center in
Portsmouth, New Hampshire, co-sponsored a New Hampshire Tree Wardens
meeting. The meeting was held at the University of New Hampshire Alumni
Center and was attended by many area tree wardens. One of the main
speakers for the meeting was our own Director of Public Works, George
Crombie, who spoke on Durham's approach to public maintenance, keeping
the welfare of our trees in mind. Mr. Crombie 's speech was so well
received that he has since been invited to speak at a Vermont Tree
Wardens Meeting, and has been asked to do a series of lectures around the
state pertaining to this subject.
In order for a tree program to be effective in a form of town
government, it must have the support of the selectmen, the townspeople,
and all public employees. Durham is very fortunate in having this
support.
During the summer of 1979, the newly planted trees on Main Street
have had tree guards and grates placed around them. This procedure has
so far helped to reduce vandalism and damage to these trees. The cost of
replacing a tree is substantial, combined with the fact that if the Town
keeps replacing a tree twelve feet in height every year, we will never
achieve mature height of the tree and thereby reduce shade protection to
our streets. The advantages of using the aesthetically pleasing guards
around the trees far out weighs the initial cost.
The late summer and fall months provided good weather for tree
planting. This year we planted over 45 2h" - 3" caliper shade trees in
the Shop 'N Save Parking Lot, and approximately 65 large shade trees in
the Littlehale Development. The Shop 'N Save Parking Lot planting was
done at no cost to the Town, as we were totally funded by the developer.
The Littlehale planting was done on a matching program, with the property
owner purchasing one tree and the developer matching that tree with two
of the same size. The Town's share of the match was to provide the labor
for the planting.
Once again this year the early winter months were devoted to tree
removal. This program has become increasingly efficient over the last
four years, and because of this the hazardous trees on our roadsides have
been greatly reduced in number. A list of hazardous trees along State
roads in Durham (Madbury Road, Route 108, and Route 4) has been sent to
the New Hampshire Highway Department, Division Six, for its removal
program.
Durham residents can be proud of their community, as our town is
highly recognized throughout the State as a town that cares about its
aesthetic beauty.
Guy S. Hodgdon, TREE WARDEN
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Conservation Commission
1979 has been a year of consolidation and preparation. Plans have
been made for maintaining the field on the 44 acre Langmaid property
which we purchased last year as open space. As this goes to press, it
is anticipated that it will be subjected to controlled burning during
the coming spring. Some nature trails will probably be cut on the
property.
Considerable effort has been expended in working with the Planning
Board on the basic design and acceptibility of certain proposed sub-
divisions. By developing "position statements," the Conservation
Commission has been able to express its opinion regarding open space and
appropriate land utilization on developments while they are still in the
planning stage, hopefully, to assure a better future for Durham.
Six dredge-and-f ill applications have been approved; interestingly
enough, including one from the State of New Hampshire for a culvert at
the New Madbury Road overpass. Two disapproved applications from last
year have yet to be finally resolved.
Mr. Chris Simmers, a conservation student, prepared an extensive
inventory of outdoor recreational areas in Durham for the Commission,
which is being considered for publication.
Our representative to the New Hampshire Youth Conservation Camp this
year was Julie Wallace of Emerson Road, Durham.
Negotiations are well along for the acquisition of two key parcels
of land which we have been seeking for several years, one will provide
Town owned access to the Lamprey River, the other will connect Town












Durham residents on the Town water system used 81,953,000 gallons of
water during 1979, compared to 91,437,331 gallons of water used in 1978,
and 82,718,620 gallons used in 1977.
The cost of water in 1979 was 76C for 748 gallons, with the average
consumption per person being 52 gallons per day. With the major water im-
provements made to the existing distribution system over the past number
of years, such as looping of dead-end mains, water storage and inspection
programs, our insurance classification has dropped from a Class VI com-
munity to a Class IV community, thereby decreasing the insurance rates in
the downtown area.
The winter of 1979 was severe in the fact that there was shallow snow
cover and extremely cold weather conditions, causing freeze-ups of a
number of house services and causing four major water breaks, including a
ten-inch main on Church Hill, an eight-inch line at the Route 108 bridge,
and two breaks on Madbury Road. The heavy frost in the ground created
havoc in trying to locate and repair these breaks, with two of them
occurring simultaneously.
Our hydrant program included the installation of a new hydrant at the
intersection of Wednesday Hill Road and Packers Falls Road for fire flow
on our dry ten-inch line from the Lamprey River. Three hydrants were
damaged from motor vehicle accidents and had to be replaced. Maintenance
of the hydrants included painting, testing, flushing, and operational
checks of each hydrant on the system. The water in the system is purchased
from the University of New Hampshire, with the distribution system being
owned and operated by the Town of Durham. The Town provides the fluoride
for all of the water in the system.
Our water meter program includes the evaluation and repairs of water
meters twice each year after the meters have been read and inspected by
the meter readers. The system is also programmed for the replacement of
25 meters in the system each year, and we try to install as many outside
meters as possible in order to give more flexibility to the readers and
less inconvenience to the homeowner.
At the present time the Water Department is burdened with the princi-
pal and interest payments for the new three million gallon water standpipe.
The 1973 Town Meeting voted that this expenditure be borne by the water
users only. At the present time the principal and interest payments of
this standpipe cost the users 44% of the operating budget, with 24% ad-
ditionally being paid for water purchase from the University of New Hamp-
shire, plus the cost of the addition of fluoride to the water. These items
total 68% of the operating budget, leaving minimal funds for repairs and
construction in the Water Department.
During the past two years the Water Department has been operating at
a deficit - approximately $10,000 in 1978, and a $9,000 deficit in 1979.
A review of these deficits and an evaluation of the rising costs to the
water system in 1980 necessitated the Water Commissioners to raise the
water rates from 76C to $1.00 for 748 gallons of water, effective the first
billing in 1980. At the March 1980 Town Meeting there will be a request
for $15,000 to study the economics of expansion of the present water system.
It is believed this study is vital in determining the direction in which
the system should be expanded and the responsibility for payment of this
expansion.
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197 5 WATER TOWER CONSTRUCTION
BOND ISSUE
Original Issue $515,000.00, April 1, 1975, Payable in 20 Years
Interest 6.4% due April 1 and October 1
Annual principal payment $30,000.00,
due April 1, 1976, 1977, 1978
Annual principal payment $25,000.00 due April 1, 1979
Final Payment April 1, 1995
Principal and Interest paid by Water Department Revenues
YEAR PRINCIPAL INTEREST TOTAL
1975 $ $-46-48eTee $~i6-48eTee
i9?6 Se-eGGTee SStGGGtGG 6S-GGGtGG
i9?7 ^GtGGGtGG 3G7G8GT6G 6G-G8GtGG
1978 3G-GGGtGG 38-46GtGG SGyi^GrGG
1979 35-GGGtGG 2674GGtGG 54T4GGTeG
1980 25,000.00 24,800.00 49,800.00
1981 25,000.00 23,200.00 48,200.00
1982 25,000.00 21,600.00 46,600.00
1983 25,000.00 20,000.00 45,000.00
1984 25,000.00 18,400.00 43,400.00
1985 25,000.00 16,800.00 41,800.00
1986 25,000.00 15,200.00 40,200.00
1987 25,000.00 13,600.00 38,600.00
1988 25,000.00 12,000.00 37,000.00
1989 25,000.00 10,400.00 35,400.00
1990 25,000.00 8,800.00 33,800.00
1991 25,000.00 7,200.00 32,200.00
1992 25,000.00 5,600.00 30,600.00
1993 25,000.00 4,000.00 29,000.00
1994 25,000.00 2,400.00 27,400.00
1995 25,000.00 800.00 25,800.00
$515,000.00 $337,920.00 $852,920.00
1924 Town Rzpo^t: "itJHV A PEFICITf" Be.cau6z - ^399.25 mo^e tkan
thd a.ppfiopn.i.atlon wa^ ^pznt on Mattn. Mofiki, construction. JwQ,nty-i>tx
kandn.2.d izdt o^ Matan. main voai, on.dQ,n.Q,d and on tha ground, Thz ditch had
bzzn dug, Thz Commltt2.Q. thought It be.i>t to complQ^tt the. job, and spent
the above amount In 60 doing
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Sewer Policy Committee
The objectives of the Sewer Policy Committee during 1979 were centered
around the construction of the new Secondary Wastewater Treatment Plant
and a sewer interceptor study within the Town. With the inception of the
new treatment plant facilities, the growing concern over major developments
with septic systems, and the number of new interceptor lines (especially
the College Brook line running through the UNH campus) needing study, the
Committee prepared proposals to submit to interested engineering firms for
a sewer interceptor proposal. The funds for this sewer study had been
approved at the 1973 Town Meeting, with the Town and UNH participating in
five percent of the cost of the study, and the remaining 95% funded by the
State and Federal governments. Seven firms presented a prospectus for the
planning and design of the interceptor system. After careful evaluation,
three of the firms participated in interviews with the Sewer Policy Com-
mittee and the Board of Selectmen. The firm of Hoyle, Tanner Associates
was recommended to present a detailed plan and the costs for this study.
The Sewer Policy Committee reviewed the plan and the contract was
signed. Work on this study has commenced in a number of areas in the
Oyster River basin to evaluate the needs for sewers as well as a study of
areas that may be developed for sewer use along with the design of the
College Brook Interceptor.
Information and reporting on this study will be conducted during 1980
and should greatly aid in evaluating the development of areas where sewer
lines will be placed within the Town in years to come.
Great attention was also focused on the construction of the new
secondary treatment plant, which is scheduled to go into operation during
the summer of 198 0. Staffing and budgets were reviewed and evaluated by
the Sewer Policy Committee and recommendations were given to the Town and
University.
Mr. William Keener resigned from the Committee because of job re-
location, and the University appointed Mr. Paul Bishop, Chairman of the
Civil Engineering Department at the University, to replace Mr. Keener on
the Committee.
The Committee looks forward to the beginning of operations at the
new secondary treatment facility during the summer of 198 0, and the review
and evaluation of the sewer study will be presented to the 1981 Town
Meeting.
DURHAM-UNH SEWER POLICY COMMITTEE
Henry A. Davis, Chairman
Herbert W. Jackson, rep. Durham
Paul Bishop, rep. UNH
Nicholas Plebani, rep. UNH
Owen B. Durgin, rep. Selectmen
knUdiz /5 oi the, 1913 Tom ^zaXlng UJoA^iant: "To aatkoAlzz thz SeZtcMmn to make fiale^ ^^




$1,000,000 Payable in 20 Years
Interest 3% due March 1 and September 1;




Year and Interest Grant (C-29) U.N.H. Share Town Share
i96§ $--8QtQQQ^QQ $ $-157-i38-^5§ $--64 7-864 v4§
1966 ^SrieevOe BQr^iZ^QQ 14t8§4t6S ±2t933v35
1967 ^^tQQQ^QQ 3QT387vQe 14T§7ev8e 32Ti43v39
1968 7Bt^QQ^QQ 34Ti§§Te9 44r38 6T96 3eTQ§8v94
1969 747-eee^Oe 39T6e3Te9 14x993^11 39t393^89
1979 73Ti99v99 39tQ§4v99 43t719v36 28t739x74
1971 71^999^99 39-499 v99 137435^41 38T96§:r§9
1973 69r§QeT99 387947^99 i37iilv§7 377491^43
1973 687999^99 387395^99 137867 v73 267737 v38
1974 667 5eeT99 377843799 127583^87 26 7 673 t1 3
197§ 6§7ee9-99 277291x99 127399 v93 257498^97
197 6 63 7i99:r99 267739^09 127916^18 24 774 4^82
1977 627999 v99 267187^99 117732 v33 347989t67
1978 697506 v99 3§763§T6e 117448^49 237416^51
1979 §97699^99 2S7883t99 147164^64 337753 v36
1980 57,500.00 24,531.00 10,880.79 22,088.21
1981 56,000.00 23,979.00 10,596.95 21,424.05
1982 54,500.00 23,427.00 10,313.10 20,759.90
1983 53,000.00 22,875.00 10,029.25 20,095.75




$1,315,000.00 $557,312.00 $248,839.07 $530,598.93
Balance payable from Town funds January 1, 1974 $250,275.96
*State was one year late in starting its payment on grant. Credit
to General Funds.
This bond issue covered six different contracts in improving and extend-
ing the sewer system. The University shared in the cost of the con-
struction contracts which benefited the University. See agreements for
payment and operation in official Town files.
2From schedule on file from State agency.





(See 1972 Town Report)
REIMBURSEMENT AND PAYMENT SCHEDULE

















Final Payment December 1, 1983
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1971 Grease Handling Facilities Project
SERIAL NOTE ISSUE
4%
Amount of Origin'il Issue













































Waste Water Treatment Facilities
During 1979 the Wastewater Treatment Plant processed 284,000,000
gallons of sewerage (or 778,000 gallons per day). Responsibilities other
than the operation of the plant include the maintenance of all sewer lines
and three pumping stations located at Oyster River Road, the Ritzman Lab,
and the main pumping station for all sewerage in the Town at the Dover
Road location.
Maintenance was limited at the main treatment plant because of the
construction of the new facility, and a great deal of the processing work
was performed in temporary facilities because of this construction.
The communiter at the Dover Road Pumping Station was rebuilt this
past year, along with reconditioning of pumps at the Oyster River Pumping
Station.
Our compost project is still being conducted at the temporary
facilities on Route 4, where we are presently composting all of the sludge
coming out of the primary treatment plant. Experimentation this past year
has resulted in the utilization of a finer screen which we believe results
in a far better marketable product. The demand for this product at the
present time exceeds our supply. This project has also helped coordinate
research on both the impact of the process and the utilization of the final
product, which is being conducted by a number of departments at the
University of New Hampshire.
197 9 brings to a close the primary treatment process presently in
operation at the treatment plant. When our new facility begins operation,
there will be a transition from primary treatment to an integrated second-
ary treatment/mechanized composting facility. This transition was mandated
by both State and Federal agencies in order to meet water quality standards.
At the present time Durham has a primary treatment plant which takes approxi-
mately 50% of the solids out of the sewerage coming into the plant. Second-
ary treatment integrates both primary treatment and a biological secondary
process in which 95% reduction in solids is obtained before the effluent
leaves the outflow of the plant into the river. The water quality of the
Oyster River is further improved by eliminating the oxygen demand placed
upon the river water from the primary treatment process. As with many of
our strict environmental codes, there is a price to pay — the biological
process of secondary treatment demands energy which must be artificially
provided, thus doubling the operational costs for the new plant.
Also at our new plant there will be an integrated mechanized compost-
ing facility to handle the solids (sludge) to convert this product into a
viable resource that can be reapplied to the land.
It is anticipated that the new Wastewater Treatment plant will meet
the needs of the community for the next twenty years, using the most sound
environmental practices known at this time. All Durham citizens are
invited to visit our new plant for a first-hand view of the new process



















Residential Construction (new homes)
Residential Construction (additions,
family rooms, porches, garages,
utility buildings, etc.)
Commercial Construction (new business,
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Trustees of Trust Funds
In 1979, there have been eight burials in the Town Cemetery, includ-
ing one cremains. Three lots have been sold. During the year the
appearance of the Cemetery has been good, generally, and a number of
repairs and improvements have been made. Old fenceposts and wire and
brush on the boundaries have been removed and a new wire fence completed
around the perimeter of the Cemetery with the front stone wall repointed
and backfilled to avoid future settling. Nine grave markers have been
placed on unmarked graves so that now there are no graves in the town
cemetery unmarked. Payment has been made for some of these by family
members and descendants, and it is hoped that the rest will be paid for
as soon as possible. In the future, all deeds to burial plots will
include the requirement that owners provide markers within a year of
every burial. Twenty-four foundations for headstones in an area desig-
nated for cremains have been installed so that the Cemetery now offers
very suitable resting places for cremains, despite the absence of a vault
for urns.
Lot owners and patrons have cooperated well in helping keep the
Cemetery most presentable and the borders clean, but care should be taken
to avoid disposing of trash "over the line." A container is located
near the well to contain all trash.
Four new trust funds were established this year for the care of
private graveyards, increasing the total to 26. These were from George
F. Sawyer for the Ellison Paul yard in his field; from Roy Kent for the
Kent yard near Adams Point, from Edgerly Gessler for the Edgerly plot and
from Edgar and Samuel Stevens and Elsie Stevens Ford for the Stevens yard
behind Barton Hall.
The Smith Chapel was active, with eight weddings performed there
this year. In addition the burial of the ashes of Alice Underdonk Q.
Van da Linda and her husband took place here. The small dog burial yard
which Hamilton Smith cherished was moved from the "Red Tower" property
to the rear of the chapel in a fitting manner.
Of the 7 5 private graveyards in the town, 4 9 are unendowed, and the
Trustees are requesting a $500 appropriation to maintain these as the
opportunity arises in each case by the use of volunteer trustee supervi-
sory work with informal siammer help. In this way the town can recognize
its responsibility to those, known and unknown, who have chosen to make
Durham the final resting place for their earthly remains. An exhibit
of photographs of what was done this year is to be on display at the Town
Meeting and shows vividly how wisely and effectively this money has been
spent. The town can truly take pride in it.
Another renovation project which faced us was our "eviction" from
the second floor office in the Town Hall, which we had used for 7 years,
to a 3rd floor bedroom. The chairman of the Trustees, Mr. Wilcox,
transformed the room into a very suitable office, papering, painting, and
carpeting the area to the town's benefit at almost no cost, thus allowing
the previous space to be taken by the police department which badly
needed it.
The financial report of the Trustees appears elsewhere in the Town
Report. Suffice it to state here that income increased modestly, but
expenses more. However, except for the $500 request mentioned above,
present trust funds pay all the costs of cemetery maintenance for the
entire town without the use of any tax funds.
Herbert W. Jackson, 1980; Frederick C. Ober , 1981; Philip A. Wilcox, 1982
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Planning Board
1979 was a year of intensive and demanding reassessment of Durham's
community goals. Our Comprehensive Plan, originally drafted in 1969, had
proven to be a viable set of objectives and guidelines, but new circum-
stances and a possible change of community values called for new thinking.
Surrounding towns were being subjected to rapid and often undesirable
development; court decisions of late have narrowed the powers of planning
boards to curb growth and to control the scope of business and residential
uses; the ability of the town to service further growth within its limited
tax base came into question. Above all was the issue, what do the people
of Durham want their community to be like, and how much can individual
freedoms be restricted to achieve these corporate goals?
Ironically, two proposed major subdivisions about to come before the
Planning Board at that time aroused the concern of many residents about
Durham's seeming unpreparedness to withstand pressures for development.
Two citizen petitions, one calling for lot size increase in RA and the
second eliminating reduced lots size in RB when sewer lines are extended--
won approval at Town Meeting.
In late March the Planning Board hired Kay Kulmala of the Planning
Service Group (TPSG) of Carlisle, Massachusetts to assist us in an update
of the plan and to produce a growth management policy uniquely suited to
Durham's objectives. We began by forming a Neighborhood Advisory Group
(NAG) to provide feedback from community representatives in all stages of
the updating of the Comprehensive Plan. Maryanna Hatch and the League of
Women Voters deserve special credit for organizing the NAG.
Several studies were done -- a tax base analysis to determine what
factors about subdivisions are most favorable to generation of tax revenues,
a utility study to assess Durham's capacity to meet the needs for water
and sewer extensions as growth occurs, - a central business district
analysis to study the potential for more intensive and efficient utiliza-
tion of the downtown area presently zoned for commercial uses, and finally,
an examination of the zoning map to produce a means of directing growth
into suitable areas and discouraging it where development would mar the
character or overtax the services of the town.
I
The Planning Board, after months of drafting and redrafting, presented
the zoning changes, and the growth management point system in late November
for further revision prior to Town Meeting, March 11, 1980.
All of this was going on amidst the normal workload of subdivision
and site review. During 1979, four major subdivisions came before us for
review. As of December 31st, two were approved. There were also 14 small
or limited subdivisions approved totaling 39 new building lots for 1979.
Actual building permits issued for the construction of new homes were at a
six year low of 15 as compared to 43 in 1978; the six-year average from
1974-1979 being 28 per year. The Planning Board also processed 15 site
reviews for conversion of existing structures to other uses.
As the tasks of 1979 drew to a close, several changes occurred on the
Board. Kim Sprague, the UNH facilities planner, resigned his position at
the University of New Hampshire and on our Board to accept a position in
North Carolina. Diane Flint, our planning assistant (who did all of the V
background research and leg work) resigned to begin graduate work at the
University of Rhode Island, and board member and Chairman Richard Tappan
resigned to pursue graduate studies and other personal objectives.
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A hope we all have for 1980 is that the people of Durham will not face
the uncertainties of the future by refusing to acknowledge that change will
come, but that we may be assured that growth can be managed with open eyes
and minds in a manner that has the least impact on the character of the
community we presently enjoy.
DURHAM PLANNING BOARD







Rebecca B. W. Frost
Owen B. Durgin, Selectmen's
Representative
Historic District Commission
We learn from history. The social, political, economic and cult-
ural problems we face today are often nothing more than the recurrence of
similar problems faced by those who have gone before us, and solved--
sometimes successfully, sometimes not.
That is why five years ago the people of Durham voted to establish
the Durham Historic District, centered around "Oyster River Falls," the
site of the original Durham Landing. At that time a Commission was
appointed and charged with these responsibilities :
-
...To safeguard the heritage of the Town as it is represented
in structures of historical and architectural value; to pre-
serve a District in the Town which reflects elements of its
cultural, social, economic and political history; to foster
civic beauty; to promote the use of an Historic District for
the education, pleasure and welfare of the citizens of Durham...
During the past year the Durham Historic District Commission has
dealt with and solved to the best of its ability several problems and
proposals.
Nomination of the Durham Historic District to the National Register
of Historic Places was submitted to the New Hampshire Historic Preserva-
tion office. Listing in the National Register formally recognizes
Durham's cultural resources in that it indicates specific properties that
should be protected from destruction or impairment. It also provides a
review of the effect on the registered properties of Federally executed,
licensed or financially assisted projects. Listing also provides some
financial benefits to eligible properties.
The Durham nomination was approved on January 3, 1980, by the New
Hampshire Historic Preservation Review Board and submitted to the State
Preservation Advisory Board. If approved by that body, the nomination
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The Oyfter River Home Health AM:ocir'iti.on ir: n rne'Jicfjro certified, volunt;jry, non-
profit or(];anii',.'ition wliich r.ervefj the four tovynr of Dur-ham, Lee, f-'arihury anr] Ilewmarket.
It ir. [';overned by a l^.oard of Directors; compoced of five directorr from each town.
Home health f:erviceG are provided by the a(';;ency 'r. profer;f;ionai r:taff v/hich ir; com-
por.ed of six rcf'it^tei'ed nurf:G!; , a refirtered phy:;icaf therapist irui a rej^intered occupa-
tional therapist, who work under the direction of the patient'n phy.';ician. The r;taff
maintains its ]:)rofessional competence throur;h a continuing- educational pror-ram.
In addition to the Care of the oick Program, the a^'jency provides s comprehensive
Maternal Child Health Program which includes:
1. CHILD HEALTH CONrePHICES. Clinics held tw±ce a month providinf: free physical
examinations and innoculations for children up to first grade age. Clinics are staffed
by Agency nurses and by Joanna Hunger, M.D. and Judith HaJlisey, Pediatric Nurse Practi-
tioner.
2. DENTAL SCl^EENING CLINICS. Semi-annual dental prophylaxis for children J-'' yrs
who are enrollees in Well Child Conference. Examination.s by State Dental Bureau Hygien-
ists and referral to local dentists.
3. NEW BOi^ VISITS. Eree home visits to every newborn to provide guidance to new
mothers.
4. ASSISTANCE IN STAFFING OF THE FOLLOWING: State clinics, Pre-school Vision and
Hearing, Pediatric Cardiac and Orthopedic clinics.
5. SCIiOOL SERVICES . Assistance to school nurses for special jirojects as requested.
Additional services provided by the Agency :
1. TUBERCULOSIS CONTROL. Monitoring of patients as airecteu by tne I.'ew Hampsnire
Department of Communicable Diseases.
2. FOUf?-IN-CNE ECi^EENING. Adult screening program held yearly in cooperation with
the Newmarket Health Center.
3. ADULT HYPERTENSION SCREENING CLINICS. Held at request of a variety of organ-
izations.
k. NEW HAMPSHIi-;E COUNCIL ON AGING. Patients over 60 years of age are eligible for
free Occupational Therapy and Socinl Work visits if there is a need and no insurance
coverage.
Funding for the Agency comes from patient fees (Medicare, Medicaid, private insur-
ance and private payment), a grant from the Bureau of Maternal Child Health, donations,
bequests and Town Appropriations. Town monies are utilized for matctdng funds for the
Maternal Child Health Program grant and meet the costs of other preventive programs. As
no one in need is denied services because of inability to pay, town funds are used to
make up the difference between actual visit cost and what a patient can afford to pay.
In the fiscal year ending June 30, 1979, this amount of fee scaling doubled. In the
first half of this fiscal year, the amount scaled is about two thirds of the total budg-
eted for the year.
In May 1979, Medicare certification was received for the addition of occupational
therapy services. The Agency is in the planning stages of applying for similar certifi-
cation for Home Health Aides. The addition of a nurses aide will allow us to offer
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greatly expanded personal care services, the cost of which would in many cases be paid by
patient insurance.
Agency growth continues to be demonstrated by an increase in patient visits made and
services offered.
Agency offices in the Durham Town Hall arc open Monday thru Friday 8:00 to 4:00p.r,i.




Guzann F. Griffith, R.N.
Kathleen M. DeLong, R.N.
ousan Sears, R.N.
Jean C. Temple, R.N.
Judith E. Waleryszak, R.N.
Dorothy M. Zimmerman, R.N.
Physical Therapist: Lillian B. Charron, R.P.T.
Occupational Therapist: Susan A. Emerson, O.T.R.
Office Manager: Edith L. Harriman







Mrs. H. Hollis Wooster
Lee
Paul M. Choate, M.D.
Mrs. Ralph H. Grjinger
Mrs. Barry Hutchinson
Harvey S. Johnson, D.D.S.
Dr. Everett B. Sackett
Madbury
Mrs. C. Thomas Crosby
Mrs. Frederick E. Drew, Jr.
Mrs. John McDevitt
Mrs. Joseph B. Moriarty, Jr.
Mrs. Roger C. Temple
Newmarket
Mrs. Joel F. Koch
Theresa Manley
Mrs. Frank M. Schanda
Carol Turcotte
Mrs. Lawrence Yeaton
STATISTICAL SUMMARY - JULY 1, 197o TO JUNE 30, ^979
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Parks and Recreation Committee
1979 was an active year for Parks and Recreation, mostly due to con-
struction of the Town recreation facility in the Woodridge area. Con-
struction is 95% complete and the remaining work, which is minor, will
require about two weeks. The two baseball diamonds and the soccer field
will be available for play in June of 1980.
Again in 1979 there was an increase in the utilization of Town recre-
ation facilities. The tennis courts, skating rink and the Jackson Landing
area were actively used with only a few minor problems occurring through-
out the year.
Beautif ication of the downtown area drew many favorable comments again
this year. This program has stabilized to the point where in succeeding
years we believe only normal maintenance and replanting will be required.
The cost of restoration and repairs of vandalized property was
slightly less this year than in 1978, due to fewer incidents. We hope this
downward trend continues.
The Committee is most appreciative for the cooperation and assistance
rendered by Mr. George Crombie, Director of Public Works, and Mr. Guy







Durham experienced no serious communicable disease outbreaks during
the year. Major Health Officer activities included inspection and approval
of eleven new septic tank systems, action on a number of sanitation and
nuisance complaints, inspection of restaurants, stores, foster homes, and
day care centers, approval of International Certificates of Vaccinations
for foreign travel, and communications and meetings with members of the
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The Strafford Regional Planning Commission emphasized groundwater
resource management, hydropower development, economic development,
historic preservation, coastal zone management, and solid waste manage-
ment during 1979. These activities provided information and guidelines
for decision making at the local and regional level. Technical
assistance to the Town of Durham included:
- Amending the regional Overall Economic Development Plan to
include two Durham projects for Economic Development Admin-
istration funding eligibility.
- Completion of Town of Durham: Municipal Coastal Inventory
and Assessment Report.
- Initiation of a groundwater study report.
- Working with the Historic District Commission in conducting
an architectural/historical survey of the Durham Historic
District and preparing nomination of the District to the
National Register of Historic Places.
Nelson L. Le Ray
Durham Representative




Volumes in University Library 766,586 787,721
Number of Periodicals 6,153 6,371
Children's Department
It was another very busy year in the Children's Library. The experi-
ment with story time for 2 and 3 year old children and parents proved to be
very popular and will continue to be offered. Story time for 4-6 year old
children also remained very popular. Because the demand for story time is
high and the librarians recognize the importance of this activity in intro-
ducing children to books and to the Library, more sessions will be offered.
The Wednesday afternoon film programs continued to be offered throughout
the year with good attendance.
The summer nrogram was enthusiastically received. In addition to the
story times and the film programs there were crafts, evening family story
hours, and a poolside paperback book exchange. The craft programs were a
puppet theater project and making books. The children performed their pup-
Det play at one of the family story hours (naturally this brought in the
largest audience of all the evening programs) . The children who have made
books were encouraged to write stories in them; books which were completed
have been cataloged and added to the collection. The family story hours in-
cluded stories, films, and sing-alongs led by a talented Library staff mem-
ber, Mel Regnell.
There were also two special extra events this year. The first was a
visit from Brother Blue, a well-known Boston area storyteller, who delighted
a large audience of children and adults with his stories. His visit was
made possible through the University's Psychology Department. The second
event was a magic show by The Mystifiers, Oyster River School District stu
dents Ray Ejarque and Bill Kaufmann, who kept a young audience spellbound
with their skillfully executed tricks.
There were two Oyster River School District classes which visited us
weekly for library instruction and research. Other classes, ranging from
kindergarten to special needs groups, came occasionally for library tours
and instruction. Spring was an especially busy time for visits from classes
from other towns around the State.
The librarians continued to give guest lectures to University classes
in children's literature. Cooperative projects and sharing ideas with mem-
bers of State and area library groups such as SLAMS (Seacoast Librarians and
Media Specialists) , and the Oyster River School librarians were on-going
activities through regular meetings. The librarians also attended several
workshops on working with children sponsored by organizations such as the
New England Round Table of Children's Librarians.
All of the paperback collections (Juvenile, Youth, and Browse) and the
McNaughton (formerly Josten) leased collection continued to be popular and
heavily circulated collections. This has greatly increased the Library's
ability to provide current recreational reading in these inflationary times.
There were some changes in personnel this year. Jeanne Sawyer resigned
as of April 30, and was replaced bv Karen Littlefield. Margaret Chasteen
went on leave August 1, and Karen is filling the position full-time until
Marge returns.
It has been a very busy year; at times it has been hectic. Squeezed
among the wide variety of activities briefly described here are such day to
day routines as book selection, individual patron assistance, and collection
inventory, weeding, and development. In addition, there are clear indications
that the ChiLlren's Library should be open and staffed during some of the
evening and weekend hours. One person full-time or two people half-tiirie
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cannot adequately fulfill all these needs. It is time to consider funding
for additional staff. For in this, the International Year of the Child and
the year of the White House Conference on Libraries and Information Services,
it is our increased concern that the public be served as well as it deserves.
Respectfully submitted,
Karen A. Littlefield
RAY EJARQUE (left) AND BILL KAUFMANN (right)
PERFORM THEIR TRICKS BEFORE AN ENTHUSIASTIC AUDIENCE
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Newmarket Health Center
Our move to a new facility on Elm Stre
increase in the number of people utilizing
located in an attractive area of Newmarket,
ample parking. Patients enjoy the relaxed,
find at the center. Utilization of medical
387o over the previous calendar year. Utili
alone increased by 307o. To meet increased
vices of Anne Morgan Fawcett, a nurse pract
adult and geriatric care.
et has resulted in a steady
our services . The Center is
and is easily accessible with
friendly atmosphere they can
clinic services have increased
zation by Durham individuals
demand we have added the ser-
itioner. Anne specializes in
Sarah Oxnard, M.D. , and Mr. Michael Lewis, R.P.A. continue to provide
care as members of the medical team. The team also includes a nurse, a
Health Aide, and Community Health Workers. The nurse and Health Aide
perform laboratory procedures and assist the physician and physician
assistant. Community Health Workers coordinate preventive screening
clinics in the community and at the center to detect potential health
hazards, hold informational workshops open to the public, and act as a
liaison between the medical provider and the patient . To make an appoint-
ment, call the center at 659-3106 or toll-free at 1-800-582-7279.
The Senior Citizen Transportation Program continues to b
with Durham Senior Citizens . Ridership has increased by 51%
level. Area-wide utilization has increased to over 20,000 ri
an increase of 5,000 rides over the previous calendar year
scheduled bus service is available for transportation to medi
tal care, social services, food and clothes shopping, and day
sions to social events. To find out more about the Senior Ci
portation Program, or to arrange a ride for a senior citizen,










Newmarket Regional Health Center
14 Elm Street
Newmarket, New Hampshire 03857
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Report on the Durham Swans
The travels and tradition of Hamilton and Agatha, the male and female mute swans
that return to Durham each year continued with few surprises. The two big white birds
made their earliest reported move on the last day of February, when they were seen
swimming at 1 P.M. toward Portsmouth below the bridges at Hilton Park. This may well
have marked the abandonment of their first flight from their winter quarters toward their
nesting area on the mill pond in Durham. If so, the two swans did not long postpone their
next trip in the same general direction. Mrs. Duncan Bruce Jr. of Riverview Road called
on March 3 to say that the two swans were "walking gingerly on the ice" close to her
home. Next, on March 8, Paul Hutchins advised that the swans were swimming past the
warm outflow of Durham's waste water treatment plant. On that same day, Emery Swan
noticed a sign of spring: a small area of open water at the edge of Durham's mill pond. A
photograph of the swans swimming on the estuary part of the Oyster River graced Fos-
ter's Daily Democrat (Dover) on March 10 under a heading "They're Back" in time for
Town Meeting.
From early until late afternoon on March 21, both swans busied themselves refur-
bishing their nest among the alders on their customary islands in the mill pond. A week
later Agatha began her long vigil, sitting almost motionless on the nest. She sat through
April and most of May, relieved in this duty by Hamilton, mostly at night. She got rest-
less that last week of May, far past the normal 44 days of incubation. So did Hamilton,
and everyone in town. Both birds began leaving the nest uncovered, although they fed
close by, ready to rush back if any disturbance appeared.
On June 6, while the two swans were eagerly accepting food cut up so faithfully by
Howard Forrest at the shore along Mill Pond Road, Lorus Milne quietly rowed in a metal
boat to the nest. He clambered up the side and found two cold eggs in the central depres-
sion. No further eggs were visible. But time for exploration was cut short by the arriv-
al of Hamilton, who battered with his powerful wings against the opposite end of the boat,
and tried to get to the nest. He continued this offense while the boat (with the eggs) was
rowed away, all across the pond. Agatha swam close behind. Both abandoned the pursuit
at the end of College Brook. Yet neither went back to the nest. Clearly they had aban-
doned this focus of their lives.
Dick Strout of UNH Animal Science Department examined the two eggs from the nest.
One contained no indication of an embryo, and may have been infertile. The other shell
concealed a decomposing cygnet, one almost at hatching stage. No reason for its death
after progressing so far could be learned. Long before this analysis was complete, both
adult swans were back together, resting on the staddle everyone calls "Hamilton's pad,"
or feeding side by side on bottom vegetation near Jim Chamberlin's shore of the pond.
Record another year of Zero Population Growth for the swans of Durham'.
Except for several weeks while the swans were flightless, having shed their old
flight feathers and not yet acquired new ones, the two flew frequently between the mill
pond and the quiet waters of Beard's Creek. During their feather change, they were lim-
ited to the mill pond and its back waters. Long after dark Emery Swan noticed the two
paddling up and down the sheltered reaches of the Oyster River, passing him as he fished
for eels and hornpout.
Swans made news even when the mill pond seemed deserted. UNH photographer Jack
Adams telephoned on June 9 to say that two black swans were swimming along the shore-
line opposite his home at Dover Point. He could see them clearly with a spotting tele-
scope. This was the second time that the distinctive, regal pair of Australian swans own-
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ed by Howard F. Richard of Elliott liad escaped from their pen— freed by an unusually
high tide at full moon. Howard Forrest got word to game warden Carl Akerley, who then
helped return the wandering black swans to their distressed owners.
The Durham mill pond, with its white swans and large flock of mallard ducks, must
catch the eyes of other water birds as they fly in the vicinity. At dawn on September 8,
Miss Lillian M. Lurvey of Church Hill Apartments counted fifty Canada geese, flying in a
good V, honking loudly, over the pond. Just a few straggled behind. As late in the year
as November 26, Margery Milne looked up from her bicycle to see another contingent of
Canada geese passing over, this time (about 3 P.M.) between 130 and 160 in a ragged line
with several wedge fronts, heading southeast, supposedly toward winter quarters.
Perhaps the Durham swans saw other geese go by and yielded to an urge to follow.
On October 27— fully a month earlier than usual— they flew from Durham mill pond to
Newcastle on the coast, where they were welcomed and reported by Mrs. Patricia Sem-
prini. Next day, Mrs. Daniel V. Regan called to say that the white swans were on North
Mill Pond, Portsmouth, their favorite haunt in earlier years. There they were fed daily
from November 7 well into December, perhaps encouraged by the continuing mild wea-
ther and lack of thick ice.
As 1979 draws to a close, everyone can take comfort in the regularity of the swans
in their self-taught travels, all part of the great natural rhythm of which Ella Higginson
wrote years ago
". . . every year hath its winter.
And every year hath its rain
—
But a day is always coming
When the birds go north again."
Lorus J. Milne and Margery Milne
Howard Forrest & Esther-Mae Forrest
Appointed Keepers of the Swans
kfvUclz 14 0(5 the. 1930 Tom MeeXtng WcuiAant: "To 4ee l^ thz Town mUI voto. to ficu^^ and
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Minutes of Town Meeting
The meeting was called to order on March 13, 1979, at 8 a.m. at the Oyster River High
School Cafeteria by Moderator Joseph Michael, who read Articles 1 through 4. It was moved
by Owen B. Durgin, seconded, that the polls be opened and remain open until 7 p.m. and that
action on the remaining articles be postponed until 7 p.m. on Wednesday, March 14, 1979, at









Trustee of Trust Funds
(Vote for One)







































Jane O'Connell: 8 votes; N. W. Stiles: 6 votes. Moderator to make appointment,
Article 2. (Zoning) Increase number of days Selectmen/ YES: 590
Building Inspector have to take action
on building or occupancy permit.
Article 3. (Zoning) Elimination of "Note 2" in Durham YES: 630
Zoning Ordinance, Article 5,
Section 5:18 (Table of Dimensional
Controls by Zoning Districts)
.
Article 4. (Zoning) To increase Minimum Lot area pertaining YES: 404
to Residential A (RA) districts, Durham
Zoning Ordinance, Article 5, Section








Total ballots cast: 760
Balloting was suspended at 7 p.m. and the meeting was recessed.
The meeting was called back to order at 7:05 p.m. on Wednesday, March 14, 1979, at
the Oyster River High School Gymnasium by Moderator Michael. Mr. Michael announced that
L. Franklin Heald was not present as Assistant Moderator, and he was appointing Helen
Slanetz as Assistant Moderator. Mrs. Slanetz is the first woman to serve in this capacity
in Durham.
Mr. Michael read the results of the election and introduced the newly elected Town
Officers and committee members.
Moderator Michael introduced Durham Selectman James C. Chamberlin, who asked
Mr. Norman W. Stiles to step forward, and presented the following Certificate of Appreci-
ation to Mr. Stiles: "The citizens of Durham wish to take this opportunity to gratefully
acknowledge your service to the Town. Your fifty-one years of service to Durham include
your affiliation with both Town and University Committees, as well as your service to the
Community through H. R. Haines Company.
"Thorough research into the Town records reveals that you have given thirty-one years
service as a Fire Commissioner, twenty-seven years as a member and Chairman of the Zoning
Board of Adjustment, and are presently serving on the Public Works Advisory Committee and
the Joint Town-University Advisory Committee. It is not just the number of years you have
given to the Town, but also the willingness to be of assistance that is an outstanding
testimony to your integrity.
"Your dedication to your fellow citizens is unsurpassed.
"Thank you. Norm, for all you have done for us.
The Citizens of Durham"
Mr. Stiles was given a standing ovation by those in attendance.
Mr. Chamberlin also presented Mr. Stiles with a self-portrait enscribed with the
notation "50 years of service to Durham." Mr. Stiles thanked Mr. Chamberlin and all fellow
citizens.
Moderator Michael announced that in 1978 a recommendation was made that the meeting
have a State of the Town message from the Board of Selectmen in 1979. Mr. Lawrence W.
O'Connell, Chairman of the Board of Selectmen, gave a brief summary of the participation in
Town activities. He discussed citizen willingness to serve in public office, and brought
up the serious issue of service on the Town Budget Committee. Mr. O'Connell gave the
history of voting in 1979, and pointed out that Durham operates under the Budget Act of New
Hampshire, and stated if the Town was to continue under this Act, more people should
consider serviee on the Committee.
Mr. O'Connell said the Selectmen and Budget Committee had agreed on the presentation
of a maintenance budget, with the amount to be raised by taxes less than 1978, but no
Public Works Labor negotiations had been agreed upon as yet. He ex{)lained that a mainte-
nance budget provides less resources for the Town to spend during the coming year.
Mr. O'Connell also discussed the accomplishments made during 1978 with the aid of Federal
Funds. In closing, Mr. O'Connell said the Selectmen v/ould be making appointments to Town
committees in the ensuing weeks, and would like to hear from any interested citizens.
The Moderator explained the methods of procedure to be used during the evening,
hoping to conclude in one meeting. He explained the purpose of the budget being placed
closer to the beginning of the warrant this year was to have more citizens voting on the
budget.
Article 5. (Vote by ballot) To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of one hundred thousand dollars ($100,000.00) for detailed design work and the
preparation of construction documents for a proposed Fire Station site and building. Such
sum to be raised through the issuance of bonds or notes, and to authorize the Selectmen to
determine the rate of interest thereon, and to take other actions as may be necessary to
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affect the issuance, negotiation, sale, and delivery of such bondf
the best interests of the Town of Durham. The Town to be reimbur;
the cost by the University of New Hampshire under the cost sharinj
authorize the Selectmen to seek, accept, and expend such State, Federal, and private grants
as are available for such purposes. (Two thirds majority vote required to pass.)
(Submitted without Recommendation by the Budget Committee.)
J. C. Chamberlin spoke to the motion, and moved adoption of Article 5. The motion was
seconded, and Mr. Chamberlin requested permission to have the Chairman of the Fire Commis-
sioners, who is not a resident of Durham, speak to the article. The Moderator polled the
meeting, and there being no objection, David Flanders spoke to the article, saying the
money requested was for a topographic survey and test borings, architect's retainage,
preliminary drawings to prepare floor plans and preliminary specifications, budget
estimates of contract costs, current parking spaces in "B" Lot to be re-distributed; with
the funding to be 1/3 Town, 2/3 UNH. Mr. Flanders gave a brief history of the project:
In 197A a Town/UNH Committee reviewed potential sites, with the Pettee Brook area as a
final selection. In 1976 the Town voted $20,000 for architectural studies for construction
of the station. $A, 500 was expended to the firm of Isaak & Isaak for a fire station
evaluation. The remaining $15,500 was carried forward. The new UNH Master Planner, John
Wacker, reviewed the Isaak & Isaak study, and felt the Pettee Brook area site would alter
the long-range Master Plan for UNH. This report caused the Fire Station Committee to seek
a new site. After thorough review of four possible sites, it was agreed to select UNH
Lot "B" site as the location for the new fire station. The cost of this review by John
Wacker Associates was paid from the $15,500 that had been carried forward, with the same
cost-sharing.
Mr. Flanders gave a comprehensive history of the fire station, and described current
conditions. He also described the size of the proposed fire station, with all of the
features to be included, giving the estimated cost of this facility as one million, seventy-
three thousand dollars. UNH would pay 2/3 for design and construction of the facility. In
closing, Mr. Flanders urged support and a favorable vote for this article.
John Graham, a UNH graduate student asked to present a petition from the residents of
Babcock House, stating they were opposed to the site because of the noise and the lack of a
solution to the parking relocation. Mr. Graham said there were 100 signatures on the
petition, but very few registered voters.
Mr. David Larson pointed out the facts that if a station were put on College Road,
each alarm would disturb hundreds of people; also hundreds of students crossing the street.
He felt this site would disrupt classes and pose a serious safety hazard to students of
UNH. Mr. Larson urged the voters to vote against Article 5.
Dan Smith felt the citizens could not afford to support everything asked for, even
though he was in favor of relocation. Mr. Smith questioned the fact that the Budget Com-
mittee was not in favor, and asking for $100,000 when it would really be one million dol-
lars. He suggested building an auxiliary garage for less money.
Hans Heilbronner felt a new station at the proposed site would not be a greater danger
to the students, or that much noisier. .
Sheldon Prescott voiced opposition to the article as written, asking if the sum of
$100,000 could be reduced to $45,000. Mr. Prescott made the motion to amend the article as
follows: "To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of forty-five
thousand ($45,000) dollars for detailed design work and the preparation of construction
documents for a proposed Fire Station site and building. Such sum to be raised through the
issuance of bonds or notes, and to authorize the Selectmen to determine the rate of inter-
est thereon, and to take other actions as may be necessary to affect the issuance,
negotiation, sale, and delivery of such bonds or notes as shall be in the best interests of
the Town of Durham. The Town to be reimbursed two-thirds (2/3) of the cost by the Univer-
sity of New Hampshire under the cost sharing agreement. Further, to authorize the
Selectmen to seek, accept, and expend such State, Federal, and private grants as are
available for such purposes." Seconded by Margaret Faulk.
Mr. Durnall, Budget Committee member, spoke to the article, explaining that if the
original motion is approved the Town would have appropriated a total of $120,000 without
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any assurance of the real cost. He then described the new fire station in Somersworth,
and total building costs. Mr. Durnall urged the Town Meeting to defeat the entire motion
and ask the Fire Commissioners to bring to the Town a complete price for everything.
Moderator Michael reminded Mr. Durnall he was speaking to the main motion while there was
an amendment on the floor.
Joseph Murdoch suggested writing a small contract for preliminary work and, if
satisfactory, to go into the bond issue. Mr. Murdoch also questioned Mr. Prescott's
figure of $45,000. Mr. Prescott explained he had contacted four builders, explained
the situation, and arrived at the $45,000 figure. Mr. Flanders questioned dividing the
project, feeling it would be a wise decision to get all the facts in the best fashion
possible.
Mr. Charles Clark asked the Fire Commissioners where the $100,000 figure came from,
and Mr. L. O'Connell said he would like to address the amendment. The $100,000 figure was
a rough estimate of 10% of the total construction costs. He felt it should be clearly
stated at this time that this projected building would be built on UNH land. The Trustees
indicated the cost of replacing the parking lot. Costs must be considered as part of the
construction costs. Also, UNH has indicated that any building which is going to go on
that site is going to have to be an appropriate building for that setting, architecturally
and aesthetically; cannot put up the cheapest kind of building, and the voters must under-
stand that they are not voting for a fire station. Mr. O'Connell felt it was important to
have a commitment from the Town Meeting to the entire project.
After a call for the vote on the amendment to change Article 5 to read "the sum of
$45,000" instead of the sum of $100,000, a vote was taken, and the motion to amend Article
5 was LOST.
Mr. Gordon Hough spoke to the main article. He said he opposed it for tvro reasons:
he objected to why a new fire station was needed, and there was no estimate of what the
new station would do to replace the present one. Realizing that the present station is
inadequate, he felt there must be a more solid idea of what is needed. Selectmen Theodore
Finnegan explained that the site of Lot "B" was the cheapest place for the tax payers;
also chosen because site was the biggest potential for disaster. He felt that every year
the Town delayed it would pay 10% more. Mrs. Dubay questioned the need of an architect,
and the one million dollar figure. Mr. O'Connell explained the purpose of having an
architect was more than the cost of the building alone.
Mr. John Harrison felt as though the Town was not voting on $100,000 but on a new
fire station at this meeting. The Moderator stressed that the meeting was voting on
$100,000 for design work for a proposed fire station. Mr. Harrison said he was not
against everything, but was not impressed with the manner in which the entire thing had
been approached; he felt the people should know that when they voted on this article they
were committing themselves to a fire station in excess of one million dollars, to be
located on Lot "B". Fred Homan questioned the size of the Somersworth fire station versus
the proposed station for Durham. Mr. Durnall did not know the size, but felt it would
house all of Durham's equipment.
Mr. Van Allen asked for some quote on how the money would be spent in order to have
an idea of what it would be for . Mr. David Flanders said there would be a number of
specialty areas covered; topographic survey, test borings, drawings, etc. Mr. Van Allen
again questioned the $100,000 figure, and Mr. Flanders said they had a hard figure of
70% in terms of architect's fees, and 30% for test borings, etc., including design of a
new parking area.
Mrs. Jackie Straus felt the new station was needed, especially to house all Ambulance
Corps vehicles. She also reminded the meeting that building expenses would increase each
year. Mr. John Hill asked if this was the entire architect's fee, or the preliminary fee.
Mr, Flanders said it was the entire architect's fee in terms of preparing actual working
drawings and specifications to go to bid. Mr. Herbert Jackson explained the enormous
amount of detailed work that went into the preparation of plans and specifications by the
architect. Nelson Kennedy explained all of the defects of the Somersworth f '- e station,
and spoke on housing of fire station equipment in order to reach the 50% of Durham's
population not on the municipal water system. He urged passage of the article, and asked
why the Budget Committee put the article in the warrant without recommending it; also, if
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the warrant article passed, what would it do to the tax rate? Mr. Clement, Chairman of
the Budget Committee, explained that at the time the decision had to be made to submit the
budget for printing, the Budget Committee had not received a proposal from the Fire Com-
missioners, so could not make a recommendation. The Budget Committee has authority to
disapprove a money item — in which case the voters would NOT be allowed to act upon it.
It was decided to put the money in the budget so that the voters could make a decision.
Mr. Clement felt that the impact of $100,000 at 5% over a five-year period would average
$5 per year per property owner with a $50,000 house. Mr. Malcolm Sandberg asked if the
Town could put some constraints on the article, or must it take the entire package as
proposed? The Moderator informed Mr. Sandberg he could make an amendment to the article,
but as it was given, it would remain the same. John Graham asked to speak on the petition
remarks, and spoke in more detail on the noise and parking issues. Alden Winn spoke on
the site location and the impact of insurance rates if the station was located far away.
Douglas Wheeler, a resident of Mill Road, was opposed to the current plan, and against the
article, feeling it would be a great danger to children and pedestrians, and asked why the
new station could not go where the current station is located. Mr. O'Connell explained
there was no room where the present station is located. He explained the work that had
gone into the selection of Lot "B", and the Selectmen felt this was the best site
selection.
The question was moved, with the Moderator stating that the vote called for required
a 2/3 majority vote, and as it related to a bond issue, the vote would have to be by
ballot. The voting commenced at 8:50 p.m. and the polls were open until 10:00 p.m.
RESULTS OF BALLOT VOTE ON ARTICLE 5:
425 ballots cast (1 void) = 424 ballots (2/3 majority needed was 283)
YES: 249 NO: 175 ARTICLE 5 was DEFEATED
Article 6. L. W. O'Connell moved adoption of Article 6, authorizing the Selectmen to
receive and deposit in the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund, Federal revenues allocated to the
Town by the Federal Government under provisions of the 1972 Acts of Congress, as amended,
establishing the State and Local Assistance Act, and to authorize the withdrawal from this
fund for budgeted appropriations in the approximate amounts for the purposes listed in the
article as printed in the Town Report. Seconded by Theodore Finnegan. Mr. O'Connell
explained the items were entered separately in the budget as a means of identifying
expenditures proposed by the Selectmen for Revenue Sharing money. Each item in this
article also appeared in the budget in the proper category.
Gregory Betts moved to amend Article 6 as follows: "Move to amend Article 6 by sub-
tracting a sum of $15,000 from the Highway Capital Reserve Fund, and allocating said money
for the purchase of a rescue truck for the Fire Department use." Motion seconded.
Mr. Betts explained the mechanical deficiencies of the present rescue vehicle, how it was
unsafe for highway use, and $12,000 in rescue equipment could not be carried on any other
Fire Department apparatus. He felt the Durham citizens should set the truck as a priority.
Jack Myers asked to speak in favor of the amendment.
Mr. Clement of the Budget Committee spoke against the amendment. He said the money
allocated in the budget was sufficient to purchase the vehicle as requested by the Fire
Commissioners; the difference of opinion was that should it be paid by the Town only, or
shared by UNH and the Town by 2/3-1/3 system. The Selectmen denied the request of the
Fire Commissioners some weeks previously because they felt this item should be shared. As
the amendment was proposed, the entire burden of the vehicle would be on the taxpayers
only. Mr. Clement said the Budget Committee had requested information on the proposed
truck, and he had personally checked into prices of vehicles. There is $11,900 for a
rescue vehicle in the Fire Department budget. He felt there was no need for the amendment
and would prefer to return to the original article.
(The Moderator at this time announced the closing of voting on Article 5.)
Mr. J. Gannon asked to speak to the amendment, urging acquisition of a van. Mr.
Richard Proulx, Fire Commissioner, said the vehicle being requested was a 1-1/2 ton cab
and frame, and are now asking for a utility body to be modified by the fire fighters. The
rescue equipment had been purchased from Revenue Sharing Funds, and are now requesting
monies from those allocated to a R.S. Capital Reserve fund, as the $11,900 in the Fire
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Department budget was not enough to do the job. Mr. Proulx detailed the needs of the Fire
Department in order to update and repair equipment.
Darrett Rutman was puzzled by the long list of things associated with the rescue
vehicle. Mr. Proulx said the $11,900 would appear in the budget, and did not want the
voters to feel that if they voted against this amendment the Fire Department would get the
money needed in the budget article. Mr. Rutman said he was faced with an unknown issue
—
and was beginning to get a slight feeling that a pressure group was operating from the
Fire Department; he would go along with the Budget Committee recommendations. Mrs. Irene
Fleming explained the background of the Public Works Capital Reserve fund and why it had
been funded by Revenue Sharing money.
Mr. O'Connell felt the need to analyze how many resources went into public safety.
There was a 20% increase in the Fire Department budget; the Selectmen voted 3-2 not to
spend $15,000 of Revenue Sharing money for this expenditure. RS money was used to purchase
rescue equipment in the past as citizen petitions. The Selectmen felt that a 20% increase
in the Fire Department budget this year should be enough reason to vote against the amend-
ment. Mr. Chamberlin wanted to clarify the Fire Department Budget - the Fire Conunissioners
prepared a bare-bones budget and the items Mr. Proulx enumerated were included in that, but
the Budget Committee cut their request. The Fire Department could not maintain the equip-
ment if the funds were to be put into a rescue vehicle. Two years in a row the Town
decided rescue equipment was needed, but would not provide transportation so it could be
used. Mr. Chamberlin urged support of the amendment.
Tom Richardson felt most of the complaint was about the fact that the Town and UNH
should share this expense. He said the rescue truck was used almost exclusively for Town-
related purposes, and this should be taken into consideration. Mr. Alden Winn said that
if the amendment passed the Town would be appropriating $15,000 for a rescue vehicle, and
asked if the rescue vehicle budget item would be changed to something else. Mr. Chamberlin
said they wanted to restore within the budget the funds needed for normal maintenance, and
the only way to do that would be to cross out the rescue vehicle and put the funds back
into the original request under maintenance. Martha Burton felt there were two questions
at issue: (1) should this rescue vehicle cost $15,000 or $11,900, and (2) should the Town
pay for it entirely, or should it be part of the Fire Department budget? The Budget Com-
mittee thought it would not cost $15,000 to purchase this vehicle. She urged the amendment
be defeated.
Mr. 0. B. Durgin rose in objection to the amendment, not only on the grounds of the
purchase itself, but the impact on the budget in general. He explained the capital in-
vestment program for the Public Works Department, and felt the Fire Department was getting
its share of the total budget with a 20% increase. It was jointly decided by the Selectmen
and Budget Committee to look for the purchase of a rescue vehicle in the Fire Department
Budget. Mr. Durnall urged defeat of the motion, and seriously questioned the sharing of
Fire Department expenses, feeling it should be 1/4 Town, 3/4 UNH.
The vote was taken on the amendment to Article 6, and the motion LOST. The amendment
was defeated.
Trudy Seperson asked for clarification of the $34,000 for the baseball/soccer field
with 1/2 by Revenue Sharing. Mr. O'Connell explained the amount recommended to come from
Revenue Sharing funds would be $17,000. In Article 8 of the warrant would be asking the
Town to permit the Selectmen to apply for BOR funds in the amount of $17,000, for a total
amount of $34,000.
William Cote asked about the specific use for Highway Capital Reserve funds, and what
they were designated for. Mr. Durgin explained the proposed purchase, and the purpose and
use of the funds (heavy capital equipment)
.
The vote was taken on Article 6 as originally read. Article 6 PASSED as originally
written.
The Moderator asked the pleasure of the meeting regarding voting on the budget at the
late hour, and explained the school had been reserved for Thursday and Saturday. A vote
was taken on the day the meeting would adjourn to, and Thursday night was chosen to contin-
ue the meeting, to reconvene at 7:00 p.m. The Moderator asked how many voters wanted to
continue on to the budget article. Mr. Durnall challenged the Chair, and the Moderator
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explained that the reason behind acting on the budget article at this time is to act on it
while there was still a substantial voting audience present. Mr. Durnall urged all to
stay at this time and decide the budget while a good group was present. It was voted to
discuss the budget. The Moderator cautioned the voters that the meeting would close at
11:00 p.m.
Article 7. 0. B. Durgin moved the adoption of Article 7, the budget as presented to
the Town in the amount of $1,695,093.00, and to raise by taxes the sum of $734,414. He
requested permission to allow the Budget Committee to speak to the motion. Motion was
seconded, and Mr. Clement, Chairman of the Budget Committee, told the meeting he would
like to make some general rules about the budget before considering changing any details
of it. He referred to the posted budget contained in the Town Report and explained it was
the format required by the State Revenue Administration, and the budget was also printed
broken down in the Town account manner. Mr. Clement said this budget was a maintenance-
level budget, with no major projects this year. There was inflation in some accounts such
as Social Security and Blue Cross; also supplies (such as vehicle maintenance) were up
more than the inflation rate. One item that would have to be added to the budget sometime
in the future would be Public Works salaries, as wage negotiations were in progress. By
statute, the Budget Committee cannot interfere with wage negotiations and had no choice
but to include in the budget the current rate the men were being paid. Later, if the
rates were changed, the Selectmen would have to call a special Town Meeting to raise the
funds. It was unlawful for the Budget Committee to say a dollar figure.
Mr. Clement said the inflation factor might be tight on the gas and oil budget for
the Public Works Department, given the unknown future. The Fire Department and Dispatch
Budget was of interest to many. The Fire Commissioners and the Budget Committee were in
complete agreement on the bottom line. It was arrived at by taking the limits imposed by
UNH. The Commissioners drafted the budget within UNH limits, and the Budget Committee
made minor changes, but the bottom line was the same. If any changes were made in the
budget, all should realize that for each $80,000 of increased expenditures, the property
tax rate would be raised $1.00 per $1,000 valuation. If it was the desire of the voters
to lower the taxes, he urged consideration of services the voters would like to get along
without, and advise the Selectmen. Mr. Clement spoke regarding the tax rate in general
terms, and formula used to arrive at the approximate tax rate. He explained the school
and county taxes were separate. He also explained limits on exceeding the budget as
posted.
Darrett Rutman asked if the Fire Department salary increase was due to an increase in
number of personnel, or a straight salary figure. Mrs. Burton said the figure did not
include any new additional personnel. John Hill said he would like to know if a response
was given by the Fire Department that a rescue truck could not be purchased with the
budget as it was. Mr. Clement said a figure of $11,900 was in the Fire Department budget
for a rescue vehicle, which the Budget Committee felt was sufficient. The Fire Commis-
sioners felt that amount was needed to carry out the necessary other capital expenditures
within the budget. The Commissioners have the responsibility to deal with the bottom line
of the budget and they had the authority to re-allocate funds from one line to another.
Mr. Clement stated the Fire Department budget could not be enlarged, and vehicle purchase
had to be done by allocation within the proposed budget.
Nelson Kennedy asked what the sum of $18,150 was for the Planning Board, and what the
Growth Management Plan was. Also, what the Conservation Commission Capital Reserve was
for. 0. B. Durgin said Article 12 in the warrant represented an appropriation to permit
the expenditure of funds if the Town was successful in obtaining a grant. Herbert Jackson
explained the Conservation Commission item of $10,000. Funds are to be used to acquire
properties in areas throughout Town which will be of benefit to the community. This would
enable the Commission to negotiate in a pre-planned manner, with the money being carried
over from year to year.
Mr. Kennedy questioned the use of the Planning Board money, and 0. B. Durgin said
there was a good deal of interest in the problem of controlling growth in Town. The
Planning Board was working on a program which would insure growth of the Town in an orderly
fashion. Rebecca Frost, Planning Board Chairman, gave a breakdown for the use of this
money
.
Mrs. Horrigan questioned the need for $34,000 in Parks and Recreation for the base-
ball/soccer field. Mr. Fleming, Chairman of the Parks and Recreation Committee, explained
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how the money would be allocated, and the proposed use. Mrs. Wooster said a total of
$64,000 would have been spent on the baseball/soccer field. Mr. O'Connell explained that
the base cost was underestimated last year as it was done in haste and out of house. He
explained the total investment would produce about $40,000 of Town money for an excellent
facility. Mr. Theodore Finnegan, Selectman, explained the $8,950 figure in the Parks and
Recreation budget. Allen Thompson asked where the figure was in the 1978 budget, and
Mr. O'Connell explained it had been included in Public Works for that year. Margaret Faulk
asked where the $17,000 would come from if the BOR funds were not approved, and
Mr. O'Connell said they would have to come back to the Town for another $17,000 in order
to finish the project.
It was decided to continue the meeting past the 11:00 deadline in order to finish the
budget. John Harrison questioned the tax rate as given by the Budget Committee, and
projected an increase of 7.9% next year, and gave examples of how he arrived at the figure.
Pat Samuels questioned the decrease in Strafford Regional Planning when Durham was engaged
in planning for the Town. Mr. Clement explained that some Committee members moved to
abolish this item entirely, but had reached a compromise by cutting the figure in half
because they were not entirely satisfied by services received. Mrs. Rutman questioned the
salary scales — Police Department within line, but the Fire Department out of line, and
asked for an explanation. Martha Burton gave the background of the Fire Department salary
scale — Fire Department has been incorporated into the regular UNH pay scale, personnel
had been placed in proper slots, and this resulted in an $8,300 jump in total salaries.
Mr. Chamberlin added that the State Retirement policy had also changed, and the Town was
committed to contribute more money.
Nelson LeRay made the following motion: "To amend the Strafford Regional Planning
Commission budgeted item of $2,000, by increasing the amount to $3,952, an increase of
$1,952." Seconded by Ronald Willoughby. Mr. LeRay asked the voters to refer to the report
on the activities of the Strafford Regional Planning Commission and urged passage of the
amendment. Aileen Katz pointed out that a consultant had been hired to update the Compre-
hensive Plan and the services of the Regional Planning Commission would be needed. She
urged support of the amendment. Rebecca Frost said the Budget Committee was asked to
support the entire amount. Dan Ford felt the voters should make certain the tax rate
changes were clear to all, and opposed the amendment in order to hold the budget where it
was. Richard Tappan, Planning Board member, supported the amendment.
The vote was taken on the amendment, and the motion to amend was LOST. Yes: 98,
No: 112.
John Burke questioned the Parks and Recreation budget figure being under Public Works
the previous year, and Mr. O'Connell explained the change was part of an effort which had
been underway for some time to show proper costs in each Department. Mr. Burke felt there
was slight-of-hand going on in the budget by moving items from one spot to another, and
encouraged the Budget Committee and Selectmen to put footnotes where they felt it would
enlighten the townspeople. Mr. O'Connell felt if more citizens would attend the annual
budget hearings they would hear all items discussed in detail. Martha Burton refuted the
suggestion of slight-of-hand going on, and explained that the Budget Conmiittee had listed
everything in its proper category, with nothing new in the budget that had not been listed
somewhere before.
The question was moved, the vote taken, and Article 7 PASSED as presented.
The Moderator adjourned the meeting, reminding all voters to reconvene at 7:00 p.m.,
Thursday, March 15, 1979.
Moderator Michael reconvened the suspended 1979 Town Meeting on Thursday, March 15,
1979, at 7:05 p.m.
Article 8. Theodore Finnegan moved adoption of Article 8, to authorize the Selectmen
to apply for, receive, and expend funds from the Federal Heritage Conservation and
Recreation Service in the amount of $17,000 for the completion of the baseball/soccer
field. The motion was seconded, and Mr. Finnegan spoke to the Article, explaining that
Mr. O'Connell had covered all information the previous evening.
Carolyn Jenks questions the passage of the budget the previous evening and now voting
on a money item, and asked if it could be voted down. The Moderator explained the article
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was to receive money as matching funds. Mrs. Jenks asked if this had anything to do with
the budget, and Mr. O'Connell explained that the article empowered the Selectmen to apply
for matching funds. The vote was taken on the article, and it PASSED with more than a
2/3 majority vote.
Article 9. Mr. L. W. O'Connell moved adoption of Article 9 to authorize the Selectmen
to apply for, negotiate, and do all other things necessary to obtain Federal, State or
other assistance as may be available. The motion was seconded and Mr. O'Connell explained
this article had been included in the warrant in case there might be Federal monies avail-
able for which the Town could apply. At the time there were no monies available; however,
if some Federal program were enacted, the Town would be ready for it. The vote was taken
on the article, and it PASSED with more than a 2/3 majority.
Article 10. 0. B. Durgin moved adoption of Article 10, authorizing the Board of
Selectmen to apply for and accept Federal grants under Title I and Title II of the Public
Works Employment Act of 1977. Also, to authorize the Selectmen to expend the funds
provided under the grants for the purposes specified. L. W. O'Connell seconded the motion
and Mr. Durgin explained the wording of these articles was required by the Bureau of
Revenue Administration in order that the Town might be available for EDA funding. The
vote was taken on the article, and it PASSED with more than a 2/3 majority.
Article 11. J. C. Chamberlin moved adoption of Article 11 to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to make application for, receive, and expend up to $50,000 of funds that may be-
come available to the Town under the "Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of 1973,"
(CETA) . Seconded by 0. B. Durgin. Mr. Chamberlin explained that the CETA program had been
very helpful to the Town and was fully funded by the Federal government, with no cost to
the Town tax-wise. It would be necessary to pass this article in order to have CETA
employees. The vote was taken on the article, and it PASSED with more than a 2/3 majority.
Article 12. 0. B. Durgin moved adoption of Article 12 to authorize the Selectmen to
apply for, accept, and expend up to $15,000 in Municipal Coastal Planning Grants. Seconded
by L. W. O'Connell. Mr. Durgin explained the $15,000 figure was in the budget that had
been passed, and this article authorized the Selectmen to seek grants which are authorized.
The vote was taken on the article, and it PASSED with more than a 2/3 majority.
Article 13. L. W. O'Connell moved adoption of Article 13, authorizing the Selectmen
to enter into agreements with surrounding municipalities to allow mutually beneficial
arrangements for street plowing and winter maintenance. Seconded by 0. B. Durgin.
Mr. O'Connell explained the article was demanded by Federal regulations and is a permissive
article which gives the Town the power to operate under the statutes of the State of New
Hampshire. The Town desired to enter into an agreement with the Town of Newmarket for
winter maintenance of roads, with Newmarket to plow a section of Folsom Road and Durham to i
plow a portion of Dame Road at the Newmarket end. The vote was taken on the article and it
PASSED.
Article 14. To see if the Town will vote to authorize and direct the Board of Select-
men to close to vehicular traffic that section of Young Drive running easterly from Bayview
Road approximately 195 feet. Petitioned by 45 legal voters. Barbara Mullins moved
adoption of Article 14, seconded by Owen B. Durgin. Mrs. Mullins explained she was a
resident of Bayview Road and was in support of the article. The road was originally
constructed as a dead-end street and was never designed to be a throughway. She further
described the condition of the street - a sharp rise at the middle point of the street
obscured visibility from each direction of travel. She stated that the intersection of
Young Drive was extremely dangerous. Bayview Road dead-ends in the driveway of a resident.
At the original hearing on the subdivision all residents were assured that the duplexes
were for families, but the development soon changed to student housing. Abutters were
never asked how they felt. The duplexes presently house six students per side, or 108
total, and possibly as many vehicles.
The residents are not opposed to students walking from Young Drive through Bayview
Road. They ask that vehicular traffic be prohibited. There are no sidewalks for the 10
children living on the road, and the speed caused by students and guests created a serious
situation. She pointed out that both Bayview and Young Drive lead only to Dover Road, and
asked the Town residents to consider where the common good was in this situation. The
Bayview Road residents are not transients, but the student population changed every year in
the Young Drive development. The situation has existed for several years. The problem had
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been brought before the Board of Selectmen and the Planning Board, and the residents now
came to the voters to petition support to once again return Bayview Road to a dead-end
street
.
Rebecca Frost spoke and stated that in the opinion of the Planning Board complaints to
the Police would not be the answer. She stated that the Planning Board saw no course but
to approve Warrant Article 14. Selectman Theodore Finnegan said that both the Police and
Fire Departments agreed that they could get lo all homes on both streets if Bayview were to
be closed off. He felt that passage of this article could possibly save children from
injury, and asked that this meeting undo a mistake that was made when the character of
Young Drive changed. Laura Leavy, previously of Bayview Road, gave full support to the
Bayview Road residents. Bill Cote asked what type of closure this would be; would it cost
the To\<m money, or would the Town use the same type previously used? Mr. O'Connell said
the Board had not made any decisions as yet. The Bayview Road residents had been before
the Selectmen on several occasions, and the Selectmen had tried during this year to close
the road, but ended up in court and did not prevail at that time. The Selectmen were
operating at this meeting under a different statute, and would hope that action recommended
in the motion might alleviate the problems on Bayview Road.
The vote was taken, and Article 14 PASSED BY UNANIMOUS VOTE.
Article 15: Hans Heilbronner moved adoption of Article 15, to adopt an ordinance to
curtail outdoor noise. The motion was seconded, and Mr. Heilbronner explained this was a
petitioned article brought about by the technical revolution in sound. He explained this
article was not aimed at the students alone, but to try to achieve an unpolluted environ-
ment in which to live. Fred Homan said he would like to propose an amendment to see if
the Town would adopt an ordinance relating to the placement of speakers. The Moderator
felt the ordinance was trying to change the State statutes.
Mr. Durgin explained that the ordinance as proposed would be very difficult to
enforce. The Selectmen are thoroughly in favor of this kind of reduction of irritating
noise by the development of an ordinance which would be enforceable. However, this would
not be easily developed and would require substantial study. Mr. Durgin suggested adopt-
ing a resolution to direct the Selectmen to develop an ordinance to meet the intent of the
ordinance proposed in this article. The Moderator asked Mr. Durgin if he was speaking to
the amendment on the floor, and Mr. Durgin said he was. Mr. Fred Homan said he would like
to withdraw his amendment and substitute the following motion: "That the Town Meeting
resolve that the governability of excessive noise be studied by the Board of Selectmen."
The Moderator asked Hans Heilbronner if what had been proposed would be acceptable to the
petitioners, and Mr. Heilbronner said it would not be. Mr. Homan felt Mr. Durgin's idea
would be the best, that he had checked with the Town Office and Police Department prior to
the meeting and found the question of public nuisance is governed by State statutes, which
makes the motion unnecessary in the first place. John Graham questioned the authority the
Town had to enforce this type of ordinance. Mr. Durgin said if a violation occurred on UNH
property that would in no way prohibit the public ordinance. There were several citizen
suggestions and Mr. Heilbronner said the article was put into the warrant because he had
been assured many years before that this problem was being studied, but nothing had been
accomplished; therefore, he was asking for a specific ordinance on noise. Peter Hollister
questioned whether the ordinance would be enforceable, and would the ordinance include UNH?
The Moderator said Mr. Durgin had stated it would include UNH. Mr. Durgin explained the
Selectmen were trying to put together an enforceable ordinance, and discussed the role of
the Police Department in trying to make an arrest without proper evidence. Decibel levels
were discussed.
0. B. Durgin moved that Article 15 be amended to read as follows: "To see if the Town
will adopt the following resolution: That the Selectmen be directed to develop an ordinance
prohibiting the placement of loudspeakers or other forms of amplification outside of
buildings or at or near open doors or windows in buildings for the purpose of transmitting
sound outside the buildings or in any other manner so that the sound can be heard clearly
at a distance of thirty feet from the source." Seconded by Theodore Finnegan. Sara
Bassett questioned the wording about thirty feet. Fred Homan objected to the inclusion of
thirty feet, as he felt it depended on the location of the source, and suggested adding
after the word "manner"— "so as to allow a public nuisance." The Moderator disagreed, and
Mr. Durgin asked that the amendment be left as worded. Jim Murray felt this .-rdinance was
aimed at students. John Hill was disturbed about the thirty-foot limit.
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The. vote on the amendment was taken, and the amendment to Article 15 PASSED,
YES: 89 NO: 64.
Laura Leavy asked if a curfew time could be added to the main article, and the
Moderator said it could be brought up under Article 23, "Any other business." Barrett
Rutman asked the Selectmen if their intent was to submit a resolution or ordinance to the
|
1980 Town Meeting, or could they pass it themselves? Mr. O'Connell discussed outdoor
parties and the problems the Selectmen faced with party permits. Karen Mower questioned 1
when it would be considered disturbing the peace, and asked the Selectmen to come up with
1
an enforceable ordinance. Mrs. Rutman felt noise was an infringement of property rights. I
Margaret Faulk felt there should be a reasonable understanding of what was necessary.
Mr. Heilbronner felt that if tVie noise continued all would move out of the center of Town.
I
Anita Gordon felt the amendment should include all noise, including chainsaws. After
|
considerable discussion, John May called for the question.
[
Th<= v;^f-e was taken and amended Article 15 PASSED. i
Article 16. Edna Woodward moved adoption of the article for acceptance and maintenance
by the Town of a strip of road 66 feet wide and approximately one-fourth mile long,
]
located off old Route 4 adjacent to Route 4 Bypass. The motion was seconded, and Mrs.
|
Woodward explained this was a petitioned article for the Town to take title of the road
j
which was originally constructed by the State of New Hampshire to replace the road being
used and which was taken when the Bypass was built in 1962. The State has retained title
to 1.4 acres. The road is used in common with the other three property owners. When the
road was built the State said that it would be paved and maintained. After some time with
the road not being maintained, Mrs. Woodward wrote to the State, and received a reply
stating that no plans had been made for maintenance of this road; it was built only to
replace the previous road. There is now a 20-foot wide, well-constructed gravel road,
which is badly deteriorating, with no proper plowing. Mr. Neil McPherson of the State
Highway Department said the State would deed the strip of land to the Town and classify the
road as a Class V Town road if accepted by the Town Meeting. Mrs. Woodward said the
abutters were not interested in having any large sums of money spent on the road. If the
article passed it would mean that the Town would own the road and would be obligated to
maintain the road just like any other Class V road in the Town of Durham.
Mrs. Marion Sawyer spoke in favor of the article, saying Mr. Marelli had moved his
house on the assumption that the road would be maintained. Mr. Chamberlin pointed out the
fact that the ordinances do not permit the Town to accept a piece of road unless it has
been brought up to standards, and required in subdivisions. He felt this was a replacement!
driveway and the State had the obligation of maintenance. He had to speak in opposition to!
the article, as the road did not comply to standards.
Rebecca Frost, Chairman of the Planning Board, asked if the road could be deeded to
the Woodwards, and Mrs. Woodward said it could be. Mr. O'Connell explained that bringing
the driveway up to specifications would cost $75,000 - $125,000. and would cost $3,000 -
$4,000 per year to maintain. After further discussion, Mrs. Woodward again said that the
original road was a Class VI road and not maintained by the Town; this was a road to
replace the original.
The vote was taken, and Article 16 PASSED by majority vote.
Article 17. 0. B. Durgin moved adoption of Article 17 to authorize the Selectmen to
convey a portion of land on Cowell Drive to the U. S. Postal Service. Seconded by L. W.
O'Connell. Mr. Durgin explained that at the time of the Urban Roads Program one year ago
in the Downtown area, the Safety Section of the Federal Highway Agency informed the Town
there could only be parallel parking in areas where there had been diagonal parking in
front of the Post Office. The Selectmen negotiated with the Post Office Department to
exchange lands between the U.S. Government and the Town to permit development of the
existing parking lot now on Post Office land. The Town developed a small parking lot on
Cowell Drive for the Post Office. The Selectmen could not transfer property without
approval of the Town, and the Selectmen were asking permission to convey to the Federal
Government that land used as a parking lot on Cowell Drive. Patricia Herbst opposed the
area where the sidewalks were eliminated.
The vote was taken, and Article 17 PASSED.
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Article 18. L. W. O'Connell moved to accept Article 18 to enable the Selectmen to
provide workers compensation coverage for eligible Town employees by participating in the
New Hampshire Municipal Association self-funded program, commencing in April of 1979, and
for Selectmen authorization for further necessary action if this plan provided the best
coverage. Seconded by Edward Durnall. Mr. O'Connell explained the purpose of the article
was to find an alternative way for adequate coverage in order to reduce costs. NHMA has
organized a self-insurance fund available to all New Hampshire municipalities. He
explained how the system would work, and the long-range savings to the Town.
The vote was taken, and Article 18 PASSED.
Article 19. J. C. Chamberlin moved adoption of Article 19, to insure Town employees
against liability. Seconded, and Mr. Chamberlin referred to RSA 31:105, explaining this
was a protection for municipal employees against unwarranted personal liability suits.
Most communities have adopted this plan, and it covers all Town employees.
The vote was taken and Article 19 PASSED.
Article 20. J. C. Chamberlin moved adoption of Article 20, for the Town to pay its
share of the cost of Strafford County Government. Seconded by 0. B. Durgin. Mr. Chamber-
lin explained the voters had no choice in the matter. County government is a very
expensive thing on the tax rate, but it has to be paid.
The vote was taken, and Article 20 PASSED, but the vote was not unanimous.
Article 21. 0. B. Durgin moved adoption of Article 21, authorizing the Selectmen to
sell and transfer the tax lien and/or title to real estate acquired by the Town at a tax
collector's sale for non-payment of taxes. Seconded by Margaret Faulk. Mr. Durgin
explained this is part of the necessary "boilerplate" which enables the Town to execute
its functions properly.
The vote was taken, and Article 21 PASSED.
Article 22. Mr. Durgin moved adoption of Article 22, to give the Selectmen authoriza-
tion to borrow necessary money in anticipation of taxes by issuing short-term notes.
Seconded by L. W. O'Connell. Mr. Durgin explained that the article was part of the nec-
cessary "boilerplate" which enables the Town to execute its functions properly.
There was no discussion or opposition to the motion, and the vote was taken. Article
22 PASSED unanimously.
Article 23. Under "any other business" Mr. John Harrison asked for a correction to the
1978 Town Meeting minutes, stating that he was incorrectly quoted when the minutes on Page
100 referred to the Town paying interest on something before it received services. His
position is the exact opposite.
Mr. Harrisonmade the following motion: "That a telegram be sent to the Legislature
and the Governor as follows: 'By this telegram, the people of Durham strongly urge the
Legislature and the Governor take the necessary steps immediately to insure that the
Public Service Company is able to retain for the people of New Hampshire its 50% position,
known as CWIP, of the plant in Seabrook.'" Seconded by William Hall. Mr. Harrison felt
the motion had spoken for itself.
The vote was taken and the motion LOST: YES: 53 NO: 83
Mr. Haslerud made the following motion: "That the Town Selectmen and the relevant
committees be commended for the beautiful new lighting in the center of Town. The motion
was seconded, the vote taken, and the motion PASSED.
J. C. Chamberlin made the following motion: "Be it resolved that the 1979 Town Meeting
go on record congratulating and commending Charles Holt and the University of New Hampshire
hockey team for success in the E.C.A.C, and wish the best of luck in the Detroit tourna-
ment." The motion was seconded, the vote taken, and the motion PASSED.
The Moderator read a letter from Donald Sumner asking about the impact of the Police
Station fire. Mr. O'Connell reported on the recent fire at the Police Station building,
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stating the damage to police facilities was light to moderate, but the court facilities
were destroyed in terms of the room. The Historic museum was not damaged excessively.
The estimated cost of repairs had not at this time been determined, but the Town was
hoping for a favorable insurance settlement. The Selectmen at that time were not recom-
mending any change in the use of the facilities and were studying the situation, but did
not have a program to bring before the meeting.
Mr. Durnall moved to adjourn. The Moderator informed the meeting that anyone wishing
to move for reconsideration would have to do so at this time. Hearing no move to recon-
sider, Mr. Durnall 's motion to adjourn was seconded, and the 1979 Town Meeting adjourned
at 9:13 p.m.
Alma B. Tirrell, Deputy Town Clerk
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The meeting was called to order at the Oyster River Cooperative High School Gymnasium
on Monday, October 29, 1979, at 7 p.m. by Moderator Joseph E. Michael. Mr. Michael
called our attention to the untimely death last summer of Police Chief Ray Burrows, who
gave many years of faithful service to the community. Mr. Michael introducted Paul Gowen
,
newly appointed Chief of Police, who made appropriate remarks.
Mr. Michael read the Strafford County Superior Court decree granting penr.ission for
the special town meeting, and then he read the warrant for the meeting. Maryanna Hatch
moved that we suspend consideration of Articles 1 and 2 and immediately move to Article 3,
which is not a ballot vote. Seconded. Motion carried.
Article 3. It was moved by Lawrence O'Connell, seconded, that the Town raise and
appropriate the sum of thirteen thousand, five hundred dollars ($13,500.00) in order to
provide wage increases and fringe benefits to all members of the Durham Public Works
Employees Bargaining Unit. This is to be raised in accordance with a labor contract
negotiated with the American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees,
effective January 1, 1979.
Mr. O'Connell explained that the article was before the Town Meeting because when we
met in March the negotiations were not completed and the budget did not include pay raises
for the Public Works employees. The increase is 7,2%; that is a 6% cost of living raise
and 1% step increase for some employees. The indirect costs of the increase had been
budgeted, so this money is the only money necessary for the raises.
Donald Sumner said he felt we were setting a dangerous precedent because the budget
runs from January 1, 1979, and we are now almost to November 1, and we are being asked to
approve a wage increase in which negotiations had been started before January 1. It took
nearly a year's negotiations to reach agreement. Mr. Sumner felt we should turn this
down, tell the Selectmen to take this amount of money out of some other item already
budgeted at Town >;eeting, and tell the Selectmen to come to Town Meeting next year with a
final figure for t^-e budget. He urged the article be defeated.
William Connell asked if this amount would be reflected in the 1979 or the 1980
taxes. Mr. O'Connell said it would be in the 1979 tax rate. Mr. O'Connell said the
Selectmen had not come tc Town Meeting last March with a final figure because the
negotiations had not been completed, and they were not completed until July. Some of the
matters under negotiation viere managem.ent matters, not salaries, but the Selectmen could
not approach the Town Meeting until the negotiations were completed. So the Selectm.en,
instead of having the Town Meeting in July or August, decided to wait and combine it with
the meeting on the fire station.
The vote was taken or Article 3, and it was adopted.
Article 1. It was moved by Edward Durnall, seconded, that the Town raise and
appropriate the sum of one Tillion, twenty-five thousand dollars ($1,025,000.00) for the
purpose of designing and constructing a proposed fire station. The money was to be raised
through bonds or notes, and the University would reimburse the Town 2/3 of the cost of the
design and construction of the station and 2/3 of the cost of effecting the issuance of
the bonds or notes.
J. Gordon DuBay, chairman of the subcommittee of the Budget Committee which
investigated this matter spoke to the motion. Mr. DuBay said the vote in March involved
$100,000.00 for the design of a fire station, and it failed to get the 2/3 vote needed for
adoption. There were many reasons for this: (1) The justification was not adequate.
(2) The article was submitted without recommendation of the Budget Committee. In the
months since March the Fire Department has worked very hard to convince the Budtet Com-
mittee of the needs of the Department. The article tonight is for $1,025,000.00. The
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Budget Committee felt that with the inflation rate going up so rapidly today we should
save money if we proceeded with the construction process. At the time the yellow folder
was prepared for distribution the interest rate was 6.5%; it is now up to 7^2-8%, which
would mean $.55-$. 57 on the tax rate for the Town share.
Mrs. Hatch said the present fire station is in the center of the campus, which is
very congested. The building is not adequate for the working needs of the personnel nor
for the housing and maintenance of the equipment. The proposed site is on the edge of
the campus off Mill Road between the campus and the high risk area of the Town. There is
good access to the various roads in Town. The noise that already exists in the area will
not be greatly increased. Delay in making this decision will hamper the personnel in
meeting the needs of the community. She asked for a positive response to the article.
James Chamberlin, a Fire Commissioner, said the Commissioners are very strong in
their recommendation of the plan before this meeting. Nearly five years of study on the
part of the Town and University officials has gone into the proposal before us tonight.
He urged passage of the article.
Allan Prince, Vice President of the University of New Hampshire, spoke to express
the recommendation of the Board of Trustees of the University on this proj2ct. The
involvement goes back perhaps even more than five years because the need ior a new fire
station has been apparent for some time. This is a difficult project because of the
dealings with the Town and the University, and the results of these agreements should not
be taken lightly. The structure would be compatible with the area and whatever disruption
this may cause will be taken care of. The main disruption of the area would be in loss of
parking spaces. Alan Rock, a Trustee, said this must be taken care of immediately so that
no parking spaces will be lost. This is a top priority for the University. Mr. Prince
urged careful consideration of the article.
R. Kimball Sprague, Facilities Planner for the University, gave a brief history of
the project with visual aids, assisted by Fire Chief Jonathan Greenawalt. Mr. Sprague
spoke of the various sites considered and how the agreements had been reached between the
Town and the University.
Katharine Howe asked exactly where the fire station would be. Mr. Sprague explained
where Lot B was at the University. Anthony Federer asked about sidewalks in the area of
the station because of the difficulty of getting on and off the campus. Mr. Sprague said
there were no funds for these extras, but they hoped to improve some of these kinds of
things as far as the money will go. Mr. Federer urged the consideration of sidewalks on
McDaniel Drive-
Raymond Vranicar asked why we didn't use the current facility and the bookstore
parking lot across the street from the present building. Mr. Prince said the congestion
that will result from the Lamprey Regional Solid Waste Cooperative Incinerator attached to
the UNH power plant would make the use of that area around the present station extremely
difficult. Trucks from 11 or 12 towns will be coming and going with trash so that the
congestion will be severe. ^Iso, it is not only a matter of square footage in the present
building but the growth of other kinds of activities in the area that is making for much
more congestion. Use of the bookstoife parking lot would only increase this congestion.
Rebecca Frost said she would like to hear souk more comments about money. She said
that $.50 on the tax rate may not seem like much, but there are other things we are going
to have to put on the tax rate like sewer plants, etc. The Police Department can't stay
where it is very long. Owen Durgin said he couldn't respond as .to future bond issues on
the tax rate because we haven't come to that yet. The Town, certainly, will face
additional expenses with the completion of the waste water treatment plant.
Sheldon Prescott said he was going to vote against the article. Mr. Prescott said
the real reason for having the meeting was the public works salaries. He doesn't feel
that the need is as pressing as the public relations campaign would have us believe. He
doesn't like the location of the proposed fire station because it would take up space
that should be used for dorms and classrooms. Mr. Prescott said the Fire Department
personnel is an admirable group and they do a fine job; they are net an idle group and
they are working out of tight quarters, but so are the Police Department members at the
Town Hall. Mr. Prescott said that only 25% of the member of the Fire Department live in
Durham; the rest live out of tr ti.
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Bernard Gordon said he also thinks the location is horrendous. He felt that the
bookstore lot would not be appropriate because of the congestion it woujd create; Lot B
is adjacent to the most heavily used classrooms on campus. No location could be vjorse
than Lot B. Mr. Gordon said he is a nember of the T'arking and Traffic Committee at UNH,
and they were never consulted about the location of the new station. He said that he is
sure that the University will not be able to replace the parking spaces one for one.
Douglas Cox, President of the Student Fody at UNH, was allowed permission to speal<
as a non-voter. He read the motion passed last winter by the University Trustees
concerning the priority cf parking spaces t.hat might be lost due to the construction of a
new station. John Graham, a resident of Babcock House and a registered voter, said we
are being asked to put the station in the middle of the congested residential area en
campus. Noise, sirens, communications broadcasts, etc., must b.;; considered in looking at
this site. He questioned the appropriation of $75,000 for the replacement of parking
spaces lost in Lot B. He said that when the University spent a great sum of money to redo
Lot A across from the Field House, they ended up with 200 fewer spaces than when they
started. Mr. Graham said that with the one-way traffic pattern the trucks will have to go
the long way around to a fire. He suggested keeping the present building as a substation
and making the new building smaller. He said he regretted that the Fire Department had to
stav in its present location if this article is defeated, but he knows that they will not
be out of business. He suggested that sites be considered in the area of Mast Road.
Mr. O'Connell said he frequently supports money proposals that come before the Town
Meeting after he has analyzed them thoroughly. He is always concerned about the long-term
operating costs of any project, and based on that criteria, he will not support the fire
station proposal. The Town must look carefully at its resources and make a rational
decision to build a complex that will house the Fire Department and the Police Department
because the Police Department is temporarily housed at the Town Office. The University
Police Department and the Durham. Police Department could be housed in one building along
with the Fire Department. He said he did not believe that the public safety services to
the community would be improved if wc built tlie proposed fire station as presently
planned.
William Hall said the increase in operating expenses for a new building would not be
great and the station should he housed near the center of the cam.pus as 2/3 of the calls
are for the campus area. The Mast Road area is too far away from the residential areas
which are growing toward Durham Point.
Robert Russell said he did not see how the University Trustees could appropriate
three quarters of a million dollars when there is not enough money available for anyone on
campus to buy a book. He also said they could use new parking places even if the old ones
are not eliminated because the parking problem is so great on campus. He suggested that a
smaller substation be built on a road such as Route 108.
Edward Mone , a resident of Williamson Hall and a registered voter, said that his dorm
is the best customer of the Fire Department; they are always m.aking run?; to Williamson
Hall, and no one in the dorm, complains of the noise. He also said that expensive fire
fighting equipment should not have tc be housed outside during the bad weather,
Norman Stiles spoke in favor of the miotion also saying that we cannot store this
expensive equipment out of doors; we cannot do awav with the training programs now being
run.
Alan Prince stated the following matters of fact: (1) Lot A now has more parking
spaces than before it was repaved and striped, not fewer spaces; (2) There is a high
priority for additional funds for the Library this year. Inflation has taken its toll,
but the budget for the Library has increased; (3) Other uses for this site were considered
but fire protection is just as important to the University as it is to the community. So
the University agreed to sacrifice other uses of this site for a fire station; (4) The
University was not asked to consider a joint facility for the Police Department, Fire
Department, and Dispatch Center.
Darrett Rutman said he has been told that his department budget for bocl ,- is $0.
John Graham said he would stand by his count of parking spaces in Lot A based on maps at
the University. Greg Gordon, UNH Student Senate, was granted permission to speak. He
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came to represent the student body and feels that the matter of parking spaces has over-
taken the matter of fire protection.
Gregory Betts said that the matter before us tonight is safety of the residents of
the community. Apparatus should not have to be stored out of town in the winter because
it takes longer to get here, and other apparatus should not have to be stored out of doors
in inclement weather. He urged passage of the article.
Ralph B. Craig, Jr., called for the question. The motion was seconded, and it was
so voted. The polls opened at 8:A5 p.m. and remained open for 2 hours, closing at 10:45
p. m. There were 457 votes cast, making 304 necessary for a 2/3 majority. The results
were: Yes 259, No 198. Motion lost.
Article 2. It was moved by Edward Durnall, seconded, that the Town raise and
appropriate the sum of one hundred forty thousand dollars ($140,000.00) in order to
purchase a ladder truck for the Durham-UNH Fire Department. The money is to be raised by
bonds or notes, and the University will reimburse the Town of Durham for 2/3 of the cost
of the truck and 2/3 of the cost of effecting the issuance of the bonds or notes.
J. Gordon DuBay, a member of the Budget Committee, spoke in favor of the article. He
said the present ladder truck is 26 years old and the Department has been having problems
with it. Some major problems were discovered this year, and with these things wrong and
the age of the truck, it cannot be certified for use under the insurance laws. The Budget
Conmittee agrees that it would be best to replace the truck rather than spend a lot of
money to repair it.
James Chamberlin said the Fire Commissioners had been told that the truck could be
repaired for $10,000, so the truck was taken to the factory in New York. Then the Com-
missioners were told that it was in worse condition than previously thought, and it would
take $28,000 to repair it. Because of this high cost of repairing the truck, the Commis-
sioners are recommending that we buy a new one. Mr. Chamberlin said that many people
think the ladder truck is used mostly on the campus; the records show it is used more for
calls in Town. There is a ladder truck on stand-by in Dover that we can use, but it is
six miles away.
Sheldon Prescott asked if the $28,000 was spent could the truck be used for a good
number of years, and if Article 1 is defeated, where would the new truck be housed.
Mr. Chamberlin said it simply was not worth repairing the old truck, and if Article 1 is
defeated they will have a problem housing the new truck in the old station. Mr. Prescott
asked if the old truck had a trade-in value. Mr. Chamberlin said they have an estimate
for a new vehicle fully equipped for $138,000, which includes a $20,000 trade-in on the
old truck. Norman Stiles, speaking from his many years of experience in the repair
business, recommended buying a new truck.
Bernard Gordon asked what the projected life was if the $28,000 was spent on the old
truck. Mr. Stiles said that at the request of the Fire Commissioners he examined the
truck thoroughly. The truck is suffering from metal fatigue, and it could not be
guaranteed for any period of time if repaired. Mr. Gordon said if the manufacturer said
it could be repaired for $28,000, he assumes that the vehicle would be in good operating
shape. He also asked if we buy a new truck, what will happen to the old truck.
Mr. Chamberlin said the average life of a fire truck is 20 years, so this one has
served us well. The $28,000 would repair some things, but there are others that may go.
Roland LaRoche, Deputy Fire Chief, said there are many cracks in the truck, the springs
are gone, etc. Richard Proulx, a Fire Commissioner, said the vehicle was beyond its
life; it is an antique with an engine like a Pierce Arrow of the 1930' s. They have had
several bids, and one company is allowing a $20,000 trade-in towards a new truck. He
thought the new truck would fit in the present station, but it would take a shoehorn to
get it in.
Frank McCann question led that the ladder truck was used more for off-campus calls
than on-campus calls. Chief Greenawalt said that eight out of ten calls made by the
ladder truck were in Town, not on campus. A. Linn Bogle asked how the $20,000 was
reflected in the $140,000 price of the new truck. Mr. Chamberlin said the $20,000 trade-
in was already taken into account in the $140,000 price.
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Williau. ood, who used to work for the Fire Department as a firefighter and as a
dispatcher, said that the ladder truck and pumper are usually dispatched to go to a fire
together if it appears that a ladder truck is necessary. Mr. Proulx reminded us that the
ladder truck not only reaches up to high buildings, but it also can reach straight out
along the ground.
Nelson Kennedy moved the question. Seconded. Mr. Michael said he had been asked to
release the results of the voting on Article 1 before voting began on Article 2.
Mr. Michael said that since the polls were still open on Article 1, he would not release
any voting results, unless the meeting voted to overrule him. It was moved by Herbert
Jackson, seconded, that the results of Article 1 be announced before the balloting on
Article 2 began. Owen Durgin rose to speak against the motion saying it could be a
dangerous move to announce partial results before the polls closed on that article.
Edward Durnall urged waiting for the polls to close on. Article 1 before voting on Article
2 because when the Budget Committee recommended Article 2, it was expected there would be
a new fire station in which to put the truck.
Shirley Ramsay asked if the present station could be adapted so the new truck would
fit. Mr. Chamberlin said about $3,000 would be needed to fix the old station so the new
truck would fit in it.
The vote was taken on whether or not to overrule the Moderator, and it was defeated.
Alden Winn noved that the voting on Article 2 be delayed until the results of Article 1
were known. Seconded. Motion defeated.
The polls opened on Article 2 at 10:25 p.m. and remained open until 11:25 p.m.
There were 289 ballots cast, making 193 necessary for a 2/3 majority. The results were:
Yes 255, No 3A . The motion was adopted.
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SITE OF NEW LAMPREY REGIONAL SOLID WASTE FACILITIES
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